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The subject of this thesis is encrypted databases : systems that use novel crypto-

graphic techniques to store and efficiently query encrypted data. Motivated by the

increasing frequency and severity of harmful data breaches, encrypted databases

keep data encrypted at all times, ensuring that it is unavailable even to an at-

tacker that compromises the database system’s security. To keep queries efficient,

encrypted databases must leak some information about the underlying plaintext

data and queries. The leakage and its impact on security differs depending on the

way the system is compromised.

In this thesis, I investigate the performance-security tradeoffs made by en-

crypted databases. First, I study current encrypted databases to understand the

leakage that would be available to an attacker in likely compromise scenarios. I

conclude that many of the security claims made of encrypted databases are incor-

rect. Then, I examine the security impact of a concrete leakage shared by most

encrypted databases. In the process I develop new technical tools based on statisti-

cal learning theory. Finally, informed by an understanding of existing databases, I

propose a novel performance-security tradeoff for encrypted key-value stores. I in-

stantiate that new tradeoff with frequency smoothing, analyze it using new theory,

and build a system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It is, perhaps, a truism that the amount of data being generated and stored

in computer systems is exploding. As regrettable as it is to begin with bromides,

no serious discussion of data security can start other than by acknowledging that

nearly every aspect of a human’s life is now catalogued and stored in a com-

puter: their hospital birth records, school transcripts, credit reports, employment

history, pension disbursements, and death certificate. So, too, are businesses and

governments storing more, and more sensitive, data, especially in the age of SARS-

CoV-2-mandated remote work. All this means that more (and more complex) data

management systems are necessary.

As these systems proliferate and become more complex, they are frequently

compromised by hackers, who steal and disclose sensitive information for nefarious

purposes. In recent years, medical data [90], financial records [104], classified

government secrets [103], and other kinds of data have all been stolen from hacked

data management systems. Such attacks are increasing in both frequency and

severity.

Against this backdrop, a fundamental shift in the architecture of computer sys-

tems is taking place: various components of the software stack are being replaced

by services offered by third-party providers. For example, instead of owning and

maintaining their own dedicated data management infrastructure, businesses and

governments are choosing to rent infrastructure and expertise from data manage-

ment service providers [94, 35, 131] like Amazon or MongoDB. Entire software

stacks can even be rented from third-party “software-as-a-service” providers like

Salesforce [125].
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To summarize: the amount and sensitivity of data stored in data management

systems is increasing, these systems are increasingly targeted by attacks, and the

rise of outsourcing means these systems’ attacks surfaces are getting much larger.

These three trends combine to make securing data management systems one of

the most urgent research questions in all of computer security, and makes our

continued inability to do so one of the most conspicuous and damning failures of

our field. 1

This dissertation is about securing data in data management systems. My

research on this topic has focused both on cryptographic techniques that enable

some classes of queries to be executed on encrypted data, as well as the systems

security questions that arise when incorporating these novel techniques into real

systems.

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: first, in the remainder of

the introduction I will explain the area in more detail, differentiate it from other

approaches to securing data management systems, and give a personal account of

how I came to work in the area. Then, I will give a brief survey of all my published

and ongoing research on this topic, totalling nine distinct projects over the last

five years. Finally, I will introduce in more detail the three constituent papers of

my dissertation.

In the body (Chapters 2, 3, and 4) I will reproduce all or part of these three

papers. These papers were chosen both because they form a representative cross-

section of theoretical and practical challenges, and because they are some of the

work I am proudest of.

Finally, in the conclusion (Chapter 5) I will give some high-level takeaways of

1This is a pretty tough list to top — there are many strong contenders.
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my research and outline what I think are the most pressing open problems for

future work.

1.1 Introduction to “Encrypted Databases”

We must first understand what an “encrypted database” is. I find it useful to break

the term into its component words (“encrypted” and “database”) and explain each

separately. First, an encrypted database is a database: a system designed to fa-

cilitate persistent storage and management of data. This sounds tautological,

but in fact makes an important distinction between what we do and do not care

about: we will not generally be concerned with hard disks or file systems, even

though databases rely on both. Following convention in this area, we take a some-

what expansive and unorthodox view of “database” to include key-value stores

(e.g., Redis), streaming analytics platforms (e.g., Hadoop, Spark), search indexes

(e.g., Elasticsearch), graph and scientific databases (e.g., Neo4J) as well as SQL-

compliant databases (e.g., MySQL, PostgreSQL) and NoSQL data stores (e.g.,

Cassandra, MongoDB).2

Second, an encrypted database is encrypted : more specifically, the data stored

in the database is encrypted. The purpose of encrypting the data is to prevent it

from being disclosed if the database system is compromised by external hackers, or

if a malicious insider (e.g., a database administrator) tries to steal it. Crucially, the

data is end-to-end encrypted: the key is not stored in the database, nor is the key

required to perform queries. This seemingly small detail is actually the crux of the

entire idea of an encrypted database, and a major point of departure from related

2Our (mis)use of “database” in this area is widely reviled by database researchers: a colleague
once told me any self-respecting SIGMOD regular would be moved to physical violence if I used
“database” this way in front of them.
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solutions for cryptographically protecting stored data, such as full-disk encryption.

Listing these related solutions and explaining why they are insufficient is im-

portant enough to spend a few more sentences on. (A persistent, well-founded

criticism of work on encrypted databases is that it’s never exactly clear what at-

tacks they prevent that other solutions do not.)

An important related solution is full-disk encryption (FDE), which keeps en-

crypted all data that is stored on some non-volatile storage medium like a hard disk

or tape drive. FDE can be done either in hardware, with the encryption key in a

tamper-resistant element, or software, with the key in plaintext in the computer’s

memory. Examples of hardware FDE include Samsung EVO [87]. Examples of

software FDE include LUKS, FileVault, and BitLocker [85, 42, 16]. Whether in

software or hardware, FDE is designed to protect data in the event of hard disk

theft or disclosure of a backup. It does not protect data from being stolen from

the computer’s memory. Thus, enabling full-disk encryption on an otherwise un-

modified database server does not turn it into an encrypted database.

Another related solution is “page-level” or “transparent” encryption for

databases [96]. This is akin to FDE, except encryption/decryption is performed

by the database application with an in-memory key instead of the OS kernel or

in hardware. Usually the database encrypts and decrypts at the granularity of

a database page, and like FDE all data is decrypted as soon as it is read into

memory. Because an administrator (or any process with root on the server) can

still access plaintext, and queries are executed on plaintext, page-level encryption

is not an encrypted database per our criteria.

In short, we will concern ourselves only with “end-to-end” encryption that is

4



applied before the data enters the database system and is not removed until after

the data leaves the database. This is not the only important detail of the cryptog-

raphy in encrypted databases: another aspect that separates encrypted databases

is that they use cryptography that allows some kinds of queries to be executed

efficiently : namely, with required time and bandwidth sublinear in the database

size. This restriction serves to rule out “trivial” uninteresting constructions that

involve downloading, decrypting, and re-encrypting the entire database on every

query. One widely-used example of this kind of cryptography is deterministic en-

cryption, in which every plaintext maps to only one ciphertext. Deterministic

encryption allows index lookups and point queries to be done efficiently. We will

see a related (deterministic) primitive called a pseudorandom function (PRF) used

to enable efficient key-value operations in Chapter 4.

To enable efficient queries, the cryptographic primitives used in encrypted

databases all leak some information about the underlying data and queries. For

example, deterministic encryption leaks the equality pattern of the underlying

plaintexts — it reveals whether any two ciphertexts’ underlying plaintexts are

equal. Even expensive tools like oblivious RAM (ORAM) and private information

retrieval (PIR) leak some information. In general, there is a direct tradeoff between

how efficient and functional queries on encrypted data are and how much the cryp-

tographic primitive leaks — more leakage, faster and more expressive queries, and

vice versa.

Next, we will state and discuss the most important overarching research ques-

tions in encrypted databases. For each, I’ve stated the broadest version of it in

bold, followed by many related sub-questions. There are four, arranged in no

particular order.
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Q1: How do we build cryptography that support efficient, expressive

queries? More specifically, what kinds of algorithms can we use to encrypt data

but still allow the kinds of query functionality needed by applications? How do

we take advantage of pre-built indexes to accelerate queries? How do we actually

perform a query? Do queries require multiple rounds, or just one? Do we need

to store data on multiple non-colluding servers? How can we do all this while

minimizing leakage?

Q2: How do we evaluate the security of cryptography built in the previ-

ous step? What kinds of security definitions should we use? How do we capture

the inherent leakage of a primitive in the definition? How do we capture different

threat models in definitions? What algorithms can we use to extract information

from leakage, and under what assumptions? How do we evaluate these attacks?

How do we ensure this evaluation is relevant for real use cases of this cryptography?

Q3: How do we build systems that use this cryptography? Do we build

new databases? Do we modify existing ones? Do we force ourselves to use legacy

database systems with no modifications? How do we build other system compo-

nents, like encryption proxies? What properties do those systems need to have?

How do we minimize the assumptions needed on other components? How do we

preserve the database’s query semantics (ACID, linearizability, etc.) using cryp-

tographic query algorithms? How do we compose encryption schemes to handle

different queries on different data? On the same data?

Q4: How do we evaluate security of those systems? What kinds of things

might an attacker even want to learn? How will this system be compromised in

6



practice? How have similar systems been compromised in the past? What infor-

mation will an attacker have at their disposal in a particular compromise model?

Do cryptographic security definitions cleanly represent real attacker models? How

do we evaluate the composition of leakages from different encryption schemes ap-

plied to different data? Can an attacker learn information about data that isn’t

even in the database?

The “better than plaintext” argument is flawed. For unclear reasons, at-

tacks on encrypted database systems (and/or the cryptography used therein) often

lead to tedious public arguments about the validity of the attack, how realistic it

is, whether or not the system was used correctly, etc. One of the most reliable

tropes in these arguments is that, even if X primitive/system can be attacked, it

still improves security because it’s better than what everybody does today: storing

data in plaintext. For brevity, I’ll call this a “better than plaintext” argument.

This is a clean and simple argument with a sheen of admirable “not letting

perfect be the enemy of good” pragmatism. In my opinion, though, it is deeply

flawed. Since I’ve come across many forms of this argument, I’d like to spend a few

sentences cleanly refuting it so in the future I can refer people to my dissertation

instead of rehashing the same debate over and over.

The basic problem is that it’s based on a flawed premise, namely that any

encryption, even if weak, prevents some attacks that would be possible if the data

was in plaintext. This premise is flawed because it implicitly assumes everything

else about the system would stay the same, and only the presence of encryption

would change.

My experience in industry helped me see two reasons why this assumption

7



is false. First, deploying even so-called “legacy-compatible” encryption schemes

into legacy systems necessitates complex new infrastructure like encryption prox-

ies and key management servers. This additional complexity only creates new

attack surface. Second, the (perceived) protection offered by encryption often jus-

tifies adoption of cloud computing or SaaS. Especially in regulated industries, the

question organizations ask often isn’t “Should I encrypt my outsourced plaintext

data?”, but rather “Can I safely outsource my plaintext data to a potentially un-

trusted third party?”. If the answer is “Yes, because we can keep it encrypted”

but the encryption is weak, security overall has actually decreased.

Aside from the flawed premise, the other major issue with “better than plain-

text” is that it doesn’t account for the fact that the data owner isn’t the only

stakeholder, and what’s best for the data owner isn’t necessarily the best for all

stakeholders. For example, many organizations are legally required to report data

breaches to customers (the HITECH health care law in the US requires this of

medical practices and hospitals [45]) unless the data is encrypted. If weak encryp-

tion justifies an organization not reporting a large breach of customer data, the

organization may be better off, but the customers evidently aren’t.

All this being said, I do think that to keep making progress in this area, we

eventually need to accept that there is no silver bullet that will prevent all attacks.

Anything we come up with will probably be attackable in some settings, so we

really can’t let perfect be the enemy of good. We simply need to understand (a)

in what settings can we build things that provably can’t be attacked, and (b) for

all other settings, how we can enable informed decision-making about the risks of

attacks.
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1.2 A Survey of My Papers

Next I’ll give a brief survey of all my papers on the subject of encrypted databases,

even those not appearing in my thesis. For each paper, I’ll follow the summary

with at least one of Q1, Q2, Q3, or Q4, to indicate which of the four broad research

questions from Section 1.1 that paper addresses.

Leakage-Abuse Attacks Against Searchable Encryption [24] This work

was motivated by the questions SHN’s customers were asking about the security

of SE, as well as the general lack of clarity surrounding SE’s leakage. In it, we

laid out the “leakage-abuse” methodology of attacking common leakages instead of

specific schemes. We also categorized the different kinds of attacks on searchable

encryption, as well as the threat models of those attacks. (Q2)

Breaking web applications built on top of encrypted data [57] This paper

does for encrypted database systems what the CCS’15 paper did for SE: lays out

a clean hierarchy of threat models, leakages, and attacks. This paper introduced

the snapshot/persistent passive/active trichotomy as the three main threat models

for systems, and studies the Mylar [116] system’s security in each threat model. It

also stirred some controversy in the research community. (Q4)

Why Your Encrypted Database Is Not Secure [58] This short workshop

paper tries to understand the “snapshot” threat model used in both crypto and

systems papers. In a “snapshot” attack, the adversary steals a one-time copy of

the system state. Several works claimed that in this threat model, they achieved

very strong security and had no leakage because they used cryptography that only
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leaked on queries, and no queries were present in the system states compromised in

a snapshot attack. Taking MySQL as a case study, this paper sets out a hierarchy

of snapshot attacks that could occur in real deployments and for each, looks at

what would be contained in MySQL’s state in that attack. In each attack in the

hierarchy, we found that queries would be present, demonstrating the snapshot

model is unrealistic. (Q4)

Leakage-Abuse Attacks against Order-Revealing Encryption [59] This

paper looks at the security of order-revealing encryption for large, sparse domains.

The only prior work, by Naveed et al., developed attacks on just one kind of ORE

leakage, and their attacks only worked well if the domain was small and almost

every possible value occurred many times. Our attacks work on large, sparse

domains like names, and can incorporate additional scheme-specific leakage. We

also widened the scope of prior work, considering for the first time known- and

chosen-plaintext attacks and attacks on schemes without frequency leakage. (Q2)

The Tao of Inference in Privacy-Protected Databases [12] This paper ad-

dresses two important questions not answered by prior work: (1) how can leakage

from multiple correlated database columns be used in an attack, and (2) can at-

tacks infer plaintexts from columns encrypted with semantically-secure encryption,

or even columns that have been segmented out (i.e., removed) from the database?

We developed a multinomial attack framework based on maximum-likelihood es-

timation, and used it to answer both of these questions. (Q2)

Pump Up The Volume: Practical Database Reconstruction from Vol-

ume Leakage on Range Queries [55] In this paper we studied volume leakage
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from range queries. Our goal was understanding the practical security impact of

that leakage for real databases, specifically those containing dense columns, where

each value appears at least once. We developed a database reconstruction attack

based on a novel reduction to clique-finding, and showed it would be feasible to

execute against many real databases of hospital data. (Q2)

Learning to Reconstruct: Statistical Learning Theory and Encrypted

Database Attacks [56] This paper studies the security impact of access pattern

leakage, focusing mainly on range queries but also presenting some novel generic

attacks. For space reasons, I have not included the attacks on range queries in this

thesis. The interested reader should see the full version of the S&P 2019 paper.

(Q2)

Pancake: Frequency Smoothing for Encrypted Data Stores [54] In this

paper, we work towards efficiently preventing attacks on access pattern leakage. We

focus on key-value stores [35, 1, 70], a common building block for applications. To

circumvent ORAM lower bounds, we propose a new security model for encrypted

databases, that allows the adversary to specify a distribution over queries but not

the queries themselves. In this model we show that efficient frequency smoothing

can eliminate access pattern leakage with small overhead. (Q1, Q3)
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CHAPTER 2

WHY YOUR ENCRYPTED DATABASE IS NOT SECURE

Encrypted databases, a popular approach to protecting data from compro-

mised database management systems (DBMS’s), use abstract threat models that

capture neither realistic databases, nor realistic attack scenarios. In particular,

the “snapshot attacker” model used to support the security claims for many en-

crypted databases does not reflect the information about past queries available in

any snapshot attack on an actual DBMS. We demonstrate how this gap between

theory and reality causes encrypted databases to fail to achieve their “provable

security” guarantees.

Personal contributions. I suggested that the “snapshot” threat model was

unrealistic and proposed this project, though I’m certain the basic idea was folklore

before our paper. I also did the survey of MySQL’s internals, and connected the

dots between what I found and the attacks in Section 2.6.

2.1 Introduction

In this section, we take a system-centric view of encrypted databases and inves-

tigate what an attacker would learn in a realistic scenario: stealing a disk, per-

forming SQL injection, or rootkitting the OS. We demonstrate that a “snapshot”

attacker, which is the main security model of most encrypted databases, is largely a

myth. Modern DBMS’s keep logs, caches, and data structures that, in any realistic

snapshot attack, reveal information about past queries. This leakage is inherent in

today’s production environments because a DBMS must maintain caches and other

metadata to adapt the system to the workload and help manage its performance.
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Figure 2.1: We use a simple abstraction of DB-hosting systems (left) to explain the
discrepancies between the academic threat models and the information revealed in
actual attacks (right).

We then concretely demonstrate how an attacker can exploit this system-level

information to break the claimed security guarantees of encrypted databases. We

conclude with guidelines for future research.

2.2 Attacks on Databases

We use a simple abstraction to explain (1) academic threat models in the encrypted

database (EDB) literature and (2) concrete attacks that DBMS’s face in reality.

Academic threat models. The strongest threat model (e.g., mentioned in [116,

112]) is an active attacker who fully compromises the DBMS server and per-

forms arbitrary malicious operations. Such attacks are difficult to defend against

(viz. [57]), and recent designs for efficient EDBs no longer claim security against

active attacks.

Instead, the latest security models focus on passive attacks that do not interfere

with DBMS functionality. The weaker version is a snapshot attacker [83, 57, 112]

who obtains “a snapshot of the database (tables and indices included)” [112].

The stronger version is a persistent passive attacker [57] who compromises

the DBMS server and passively observes all its operations. The latter includes
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observing the queries issued to the database and how they access the encrypted

data.

Observations of query evaluation are particularly damaging in EDBs that rely

on property-revealing encryption (PRE), such as order-revealing encryption [83],

deterministic encryption [9], and searchable encryption [25]. All PRE schemes leak

some information about plaintexts in order to support certain computations by

the DBMS. Some PRE ciphertexts always leak [9, 18], enabling powerful snapshot

attacks that recover plaintexts [100, 24, 59]. Other PRE schemes [116, 83, 25] leak

only if the attacker observes accesses to the ciphertexts (e.g., search queries). By

definition, a persistent attacker can exploit the leakage from queries and accesses

to recover plaintexts [57, 24, 69, 65].

Since PRE schemes are always vulnerable to persistent attacks, many EDBs

claim security against snapshot attacks only. Examples include the latest

claims [117, 115] for CryptDB [114] and Mylar [116] (revised after the original

claims were shown false by, respectively, [100] and [57]), new systems Arx [112]

and Seabed [106], and new cryptographic schemes such as Lewi-Wu order-revealing

encryption [83]. A common implicit assumption for these systems is that snapshot

attackers will not obtain past queries. We will show that this assumption is false

in commodity DBMS’s under realistic snapshot attacks.

A simple system abstraction. We will treat a DBMS as if it consists of (a)

the DB software running as one or more user-level processes and (b) the rest of

the system, including the OS and other applications (OS, for brevity). Therefore,

the state of the system has four parts: volatile DB state (data in RAM and CPU

registers), persistent DB state (data on disk), volatile OS state, and persistent OS
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state—see Figure 2.1. For simplicity, we assume the database is not sharded across

multiple machines, i.e., even if the database is replicated, every machine has a full

copy of the data.

We use MySQL as our running example, but similar caches, logs, and data

structures exist in all practical DBMS’s and can be recovered via forensic analysis

(e.g., see [20] for MongoDB).

Concrete attacks. An oft-cited threat to DB security is disk theft , i.e., theft

of persistent storage [114, 117, 48, 4, 83, 96, 105, 41]. Full-disk encryption (FDE)

can mitigate this threat, but EDBs aim to protect data even in the absence of

FDE. Without FDE, this attack yields the persistent OS and DB state, but not

any volatile state.

SQL injection is an old but still prevalent [142] attack. It also enables arbi-

trary code injection and full control of the memory space of the DB process [60, 38],

thus yielding the persistent and volatile DB state.

DBMS’s increasingly run on virtual machines (VMs), exposing them to the

threat of VM image leaks [121, 47, 22, 8]. Some VM snapshots only contain

the persistent storage, whereas full-state snapshots also include the VM’s memory

and CPU registers. We focus on the latter. This attack yields the persistent and

volatile OS and DB state.

Finally, a full-system compromise involves rooting the DBMS and gaining

full access to the persistent and volatile OS and DB state. This enables persis-

tent passive and active attacks, but “smash-and-grab” attacks that simply grab

available data and leave are prevalent [142].
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The table on the right of Figure 2.1 summarizes DBMS-specific data yielded

by the attacks of each type. In the rest of the paper, we explain how this data

reveals information about past queries, thus breaking the security models of EDBs

and enabling recovery of plaintext data.

2.3 Logs on Disk

We start by investigating what information about past queries can be gleaned

from the log files on disk that are required for high availability and transactional

semantics in a production DBMS.

Inferring writes. Industrial databases must support transactions with ACID

properties (atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability). We’ll use MySQL as an

example. Other DBMS’s such as SQL Server, Postgres, and MongoDB use similar

techniques.

MySQL’s default storage engine, InnoDB, uses circular undo and redo logs

to give the database layer multi-version concurrency control. Both logs record

changes to the individual database records at the byte level. Using standard foren-

sic techniques for reconstructing insert, update, and delete transactions from these

logs [43, 44], an attacker who compromised the disk can reconstruct queries that

modified the database. The number of reconstructed queries depends on insertion

size and volume. For example, with 1 write modifying a 20-byte field per second,

the undo and redo logs of default size (50 Mb) store 16 days’ worth of inserts.

Recent work [57] showed that the timing of queries reveals sensitive data in

certain applications of encrypted databases. In MySQL, timing can be extracted
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from a separate binary log (binlog) used to support replicated transactions and

point-in-time recovery [14]. Binlog stores the text of every transaction that mod-

ifies any row of the database, along with its UNIX timestamp. It is not enabled

upon installation but must be turned on for high availability and therefore will be

present on the disk of production MySQL servers. This log is so important that

a utility for reading it (mysqlbinlog) comes pre-installed with MySQL [15]. Its

contents are never purged unless the administrator executes a special command.

A similar mechanism for replicated transactions in MongoDB also records trans-

action timestamps [95]. Even without this log, the default primary key of each

MongoDB document contains its creation time [20].

MySQL’s binlog also enables the attacker to compute the correlation between

the timestamps and the rate of change in the log sequence numbers (LSN). The

attacker can thus infer the approximate timestamps for the transactions in the

undo and redo logs that are no longer present in the binlog.

This leakage is inherent in ACID databases. Transactional guarantees require

the ability to roll back recent transactions (perhaps even across database crashes),

thus information about recent database modifications must persist on the disk.

Inferring reads. The easiest way for information about reads to end up on

disk is through too-verbose logging. In MySQL, the general query log records

every query, including SELECT, but few systems enable it because it takes huge

amounts of disk space. Instead, on many production MySQL systems, the “slow

query” log [132] records transactions that take an unusually long time.

A more subtle way to extract information about read-only queries is from the

buffer pool file. On shutdown and at other points during normal server opera-
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tion, MySQL creates a file in the data directory containing the current pages in

the buffer pool in LRU order. This is done to avoid a “warm-up” period of slow

responses after a restart. This file reveals information about several previous SE-

LECT queries, such as the paths through the B+ tree that MySQL took when

evaluating them.

2.4 Diagnostic Tables

SQL injection is still a common way to compromise databases [142]. Designers

of encrypted databases often assume that a SQL injection attack reveals only the

database’s view of the data itself. But modern DBMS’s include tables—extractable

via SQL injection—that store a great deal of performance statistics, intended to

help tune specific databases to their workloads and diagnose problems and perfor-

mance bottlenecks [118, 88, 93, 136].

The information schema database in MySQL [64] aggregates information

about the internal state of the DBMS, including contents of caches and how many

connections are active. It also includes a processlist table with the timestamped

list of all currently executing queries. By injecting a SELECT query on this table,

an attacker can obtain queries made by other users.

The performance schema database [109] aggregates statistics about query

execution, such as the number of queries per second and the amount of contention

for synchronization objects. It also contains a threads table with the current

statements being executed by all threads, enabling a SQL-injection attacker to

monitor queries.
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This database also keeps information about all past queries. The

events statements current table stores the current statement being executed

by any thread. The events statements history table stores the most recent

queries made by any thread (essentially, the most recent queries appearing in

events statements current for all threads). The number of queries stored per

thread is configurable (10 by default). In addition to the text of the query, it also

stores the number of rows examined by the query and returned to the client.

MySQL does not store historical information about every individual query,

but performance schema stores statistics about all query “types” made since the

database was last restarted. The “type” is determined by a simple canonicaliza-

tion algorithm which removes the arguments but preserves the select-from-where

structure of the query and the attributes it uses. So, for example, the queries

SELECT * FROM CUSTOMERS WHERE STATE=’IN’ and SELECT * FROM CUSTOMERS

WHERE STATE=’AZ’ have the same canonical form, which is different from the

canonical form of the queries SELECT * FROM CUSTOMERS WHERE AGE >=25 and

SELECT * FROM CUSTOMERS WHERE STATE=’IN’ AND AGE >=25 (the WHERE clause

has multiple constraints in the latter).

Even if the DBMS has internal access controls, SQL injection can be leveraged

into arbitrary code execution [60, 38] that bypasses all access restrictions within

the DBMS process.

2.5 In-memory Data Structures

The strongest snapshot attack scenario involves the attacker obtaining an image

of the virtual machine executing the DBMS or, alternatively, rootkitting the OS
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(but only making a single observation of the system). This snapshot reveals a

point-in-time state of the entire persistent and volatile memory. We focus on the

internal data structures of the database process because they reveal information

about past queries, especially accesses to the individual pages in its cache.

To adaptively improve performance and support (amortized) constant-time re-

trieval for frequently accessed database pages, InnoDB keeps per-page metadata

and access counters. If a page is accessed often, InnoDB indexes its contents in an

adaptive hash index [2]. Postgres has a similar mechanism for tracking accesses

to individual pages to handle eviction from its buffer cache.

Further, the query cache in MySQL is an internal key-value map that can be

configured to keep the results of certain SELECT queries [119] so that answering

them is essentially free. Unlike the buffer pool, this cache is strictly internal to

MySQL and cannot be exposed via information schema (see Section 2.4), but

will be visible to a whole-system snapshot attacker. Other commodity DBMS’s,

too, implement some form of query caching—e.g., Microsoft SQL Server caches

queries and their execution plans but not the full result set [89].

Even if the query cache is disabled, queries persist in MySQL’s internal heap

long after they’ve been executed. We performed a simple experiment with MySQL

in the default configuration. First, we issued a SELECT query with a random

string as the column name. This random string appears nowhere in the database,

thus the query does not match any rows. Then, we issued 100 SELECT queries

which matched some rows and 900 that did not. Then, we inserted 500 random

rows and made 1,000 more SELECT queries, waited around twenty minutes and

made 100,000 more SELECT queries. After this, we dumped the memory of the

MySQL process.
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The full text of the original query appeared in three distinct locations in mem-

ory, and the random string appeared in three additional locations by itself. We

verified that this is not a peculiarity of how MySQL handles column names by

repeating the experiment with a random string parameter in a WHERE clause.

This leak is not surprising since MySQL is not designed for security-critical oper-

ations and does not implement secure deletion. In Section 2.6, we show that in

the context of encrypted databases this otherwise minor oversight has dramatic

implications for the (lack of) security.

2.6 How Systems Fail

We now explain how the confidentiality of data in encrypted databases can be

broken by snapshot attackers using techniques described above. We focus on

the encrypted databases that have been designed to work on top of commodity

DBMS’s.

At-rest encryption. This protection works the same way in most DBMS’s: a

key, stored in memory but not on disk, is used to encrypt the database files on

disk. An attacker who compromises only the disk will therefore learn nothing

useful (except via side channels such as relative sizes of encrypted objects), but

any higher level of access will reveal the entire data.

Token-based systems. Many encrypted databases are based on schemes that

delegate a query-specific trapdoor to the server. The server uses it to reveal infor-

mation about the plaintexts necessary to answer the query. For example, CryptDB
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and Mylar [114, 116] use variants of the scheme of Song et al. [135]. More advanced

examples include the ORE scheme of Lewi and Wu [83] and the searchable encryp-

tion scheme of Cash et al. [25].

For any such scheme, semantic security [51] cannot be achieved if the attacker

obtains even a single token value. Intuitively, semantic security requires that even

if the attacker knows the original query, he cannot tell the difference between an

encrypted record that matched the query and one that didn’t. If the attacker

observes the query token, he can apply it to the encrypted database and recognize

which records match and which don’t, thus breaking the definition of semantic

security.

As we explained in Section 2.5, the text of queries (and, therefore, the search

token) is stored in several locations in MySQL. Queries also appear in two log

files, the query cache, performance schema and information schema. They can

even be found after the fact in the internal heap of the DBMS. Tokens will thus

be available to any realistic snapshot attacker.

The consequences depend on the system. For CryptDB, Mylar, and any other

system using variants of searchable encryption [114, 116, 25, 77], a snapshot at-

tacker can use the leakage-abuse attacks such as [24] to infer the query and the

plaintext of any record it matches.

These attacks exploit the observation that the number of results that match a

query is often unique across a corpus, e.g., 63% of the 500 most frequent words

in the Enron email corpus have a unique result count. With partial knowledge

of the encrypted documents, unique counts immediately reveal the value of the

corresponding encrypted keyword. Since the search functionality also reveals which
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documents contain the keyword, this attack also recovers partial content of the

encrypted documents.

Lewi-Wu ORE. In the Lewi-Wu scheme [83], query tokens reveal ordering in-

formation and, in some parameter regimes, individual plaintext bits. A damaging

attack against an ORE with similar leakage was demonstrated in [59], but it does

not directly apply to the Lewi-Wu ORE because the Lewi-Wu scheme is not de-

terministic.

Nevertheless, the Lewi-Wu scheme reveals equality of plaintexts when a value

in the database is queried. This leaks a partial histogram to a snapshot attacker,

who can combine it with the bit leakage from the query tokens and the “binomial

attack” of [59], to which the Lewi-Wu scheme is vulnerable even in the absence of

tokens.

To show the consequences of this leakage, we simulated an attack on the Lewi-

Wu scheme (with block size of 1 bit). We sampled a database of 32-bit integers and

several range queries (both an upper and lower bound), all uniformly at random.

We then computed the leakage resulting from each set of queries if executed against

a given database, aggregating the results over 1,000 trials.

For a database of size 10,000 and only five simulated range queries, the average

fraction of bits leaked (out of possible 320,000) is surprisingly high, around 12%,

i.e., 4 bits of each 32-bit value are leaked on average. For twenty-five range queries,

the fraction is 19%. If fifty range queries are found in the memory snapshot (this

is not inconceivable in practice; MySQL can create dozens of threads for query

processing and network I/O), the snapshot attacker recovers 25% of the bits (on

average, 8 bits of each 32-bit value). We did not attempt to estimate whether the
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leakage would be equally severe for non-uniform distributions of range queries.

In summary, query tokens found in system snapshots enable a snapshot adver-

sary to recover large amounts of protected data in all existing encrypted databases.

Seabed. Seabed’s ORE scheme [106] is known to be insecure [59]. The attack

of [59] uses the known plaintext distribution (auxiliary model), which is publicly

available for many types of data. It starts by computing all possible comparisons

between the ciphertexts, as permitted by the ORE scheme, to learn some bits of the

underlying plaintexts. Then, it creates a bipartite graph in which each ciphertext

is a node on the left-hand side and each possible plaintext is a node on the right-

hand side, and draws an edge between a left-hand node and a right-hand node only

if the bits it learned about the left-hand ciphertext match the bits of the right-

hand plaintext. Each edge in the graph is weighted using frequency information.

Finally, the attack recovers the most likely plaintext for each ciphertext by finding

a matching in the graph.

For data in the columns that need to support joins, Seabed uses basic de-

terministic encryption (DET). This data is therefore vulnerable to the frequency

analysis attack described below. For data in the columns used as filters in count

or aggregation queries, Seabed attempts to prevent frequency analysis using the

SPLASHE scheme, which creates a different column for each possible plaintext.

Analytics queries such as aggregations are rewritten and encrypted so they are

evaluated on the correct column. For example, if the plaintext 10 corresponds to

the c3 column of table, the query SELECT count(*) FROM table WHERE a = 10

is converted into an equivalent of SELECT ashe(c3) FROM table, where “ashe()”

is a custom summation over ciphertexts [106, Table 2].
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If two queries have different values in the WHERE clause, they will oper-

ate on different columns (after rewriting). If SPLASHE were to run on MySQL,

the events statements summary by digest table in the performance schema

database will canonicalize them to different forms. This table will thus count

the number of queries made for each plaintext. This reveals the exact histogram

of queries for each plaintext value to any attacker with a snapshot of the DBMS

memory. If SPLASHE runs on Spark, the attacker can simply obtain queries from

the event history server [136] or from the heap of the worker nodes.

Characterizing the exact leakage of query distributions (as opposed to plaintext

distributions) is an open problem in general, but if the attacker has a sufficiently

good model of the query distribution, then basic inference attacks like frequency

analysis can be used.

Frequency analysis is a very simple cryptanalytic technique which would work

here in two steps. In the first step, the observed histogram of the ciphertexts and

the histogram of the query distribution model would both be sorted in decreasing

order. So, for example, the most frequently occurring ciphertext query would

be the first element in the list of queries, and the most frequently occurring query

according to the model would be the first element on its list. In the second step, the

elements of the lists are matched by rank: the first elements are matched with each

other, then the second elements, and so on. Lacharité and Paterson [79] proved

that this simple process is a maximum-likelihood estimator for the encryption

function, meaning that this attack is most likely to correctly recover the underlying

plaintexts.

While frequency analysis can recover the plaintext corresponding to a given

column in Seabed, it will not recover the value of that column for a particular
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row. However, to save space, an enhanced version of SPLASHE uses determinis-

tic encryption with padding for infrequent plaintext values, rather than creating

a dedicated column in the schema. The performance schema will leak a query

histogram for the frequently occurring values (as described above) in this scheme,

but will not leak a histogram of the infrequently occurring values. Nevertheless, a

partial histogram could be reconstructed from the logs or in-memory data struc-

tures. This leakage is even more damaging against enhanced SPLASHE because

the frequency analysis attack described above can reveal the value in the enhanced

SPLASHE column for a particular row. Combined with other leakage about fre-

quent values from query patterns and any DET- or ORE-encrypted columns, this

enables even more damaging cross-column inference attacks.

Arx. Arx [112] uses a treap-based data structure to evaluate range queries on

encrypted data in a single network round-trip using chained garbled circuits. Be-

cause index values are encrypted using standard encryption, the authors claim

semantic security against snapshot attacks.

An important property of the Arx scheme is that after each range query, the

nodes of the treap become “consumed” and must be repaired; essentially the client

must supply a new encryption of the node’s value which overwrites the old value.

Reads and writes are thus perfectly correlated because a read of any node is imme-

diately followed by a write to the same node. If Arx runs on MySQL, MongoDB,

or a similar DBMS, a snapshot of the system’s persistent state will contain a tran-

script of every range query made on the index because the write corresponding to

each read will be recorded in the transaction logs. This breaks semantic security

and gives a snapshot attacker much of the information a persistent attacker would

have. For example, this snapshot attacker will have ordering information about
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the upper and lower bounds of encrypted range queries, as well as the frequency

of visits to each node in the tree.

Arx uses a two-round protocol to hide the relationship between the node values

of the range query index and the database rows holding that value, thus a snapshot

attack on the range query data structure does not immediately reveal the plaintext

in a given row. Nevertheless, the leakage is sufficient to recover the values in the

index using a variant of the bipartite matching attack from [59] described above.

The index does not leak the frequencies of individual values, but transaction logs

do leak the frequencies of visits to each value in the index. These frequencies can

be used in combination with auxiliary data about the distribution of queries to

recover these values.

Moreover, transaction logs leak the rank of the queries, i.e., the number of

values in the index less than the query. Prior work has shown how to exploit this

leakage [59], and we conjecture that a similar approach can be used to recover the

plaintext of the encrypted queries. We leave full development of this attack to

future work.

2.7 Discussion

Deploying encrypted databases on commodity DBMS’s can have unexpectedly bad

consequences for security. Logs, caches, and data structures kept by DBMS’s leak

information that is not accounted for in the threat models used by the designers

of encrypted databases. Critically, today there is no such thing as a “snapshot”

attacker who cannot observe past queries, workloads, and access patterns—because

any realistic snapshot of the system contains this information. We demonstrated
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how this leads to confidentiality breaches.

We focused on commodity DBMS’s, but similar issues arise in schemes using

custom or non-standard databases [107, 66, 28, 101]. There is a trend in database

design towards adaptively changing the structure of the database based on the

workload [129, 29, 63]. We expect that the snapshots of such databases leak even

more information about past queries.

There appears to be an inherent conflict between security and transparency:

if the internal information about workloads is available to the developers and ad-

ministrators, it is also available in some form to a snapshot attacker. The ten-

sion between effective caching and security was noted in the early research on

history-independent data structures [98], but whether history independence can

be achieved for practical encrypted databases remains an open question. Solving

it requires new research into designing and implementing databases that efficiently

hide queries and access patterns.

We conclude with guidelines and recommendations for the different research

communities working in the area of encrypted databases.

Cryptographers: A desirable property of new schemes is that the encrypted data

by itself leaks nothing about the plaintext. This does not imply security against

“snapshot” or “offline” attacks when the scheme is actually deployed in a real

DBMS.

Systems researchers: Any system that uses any kind of property-revealing en-

cryption must be assessed using state-of-the-art leakage-abuse attacks as part of

the standard evaluation, and the results of the assessment must be presented in

the evaluation section of the paper.
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PC members of systems conferences: Any paper that proposes an encrypted

database but does not assess its security under known attacks should be treated

with suspicion. Be very skeptical of claims of “provable confidentiality,” especially

if not supported by a thorough security evaluation, and solicit external reviews

from cryptographers and security researchers to validate these claims.
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CHAPTER 3

LEARNING TO RECONSTRUCT: STATISTICAL LEARNING

THEORY AND ENCRYPTED DATABASE ATTACKS

We show that the problem of reconstructing encrypted databases from access

pattern leakage is closely related to statistical learning theory. This new viewpoint

enables us to develop broader attacks that are supported by streamlined perfor-

mance analyses. As an introduction to this viewpoint, we first present a general

reduction from reconstruction with known queries to PAC learning. Then we con-

sider what learning theory tells us about the impact of access pattern leakage for

other classes of queries, focusing on prefix and suffix queries. We illustrate this

with both concrete attacks for prefix queries and with a general lower bound for

all query classes.

Personal contributions. I suggested the use of statistical learning theory to un-

derstand access pattern leakage and developed the correspondence between learn-

ing and reconstruction attacks. I also contributed the PAC learning reduction and

proof (though not the tight analysis in Section 3.3.1), the attack on prefix queries,

and the general lower bound.

3.1 Introduction

In this work, we show how statistical learning theory effectively addresses the

problem of database reconstruction, yielding new results across a range of settings.

A common thread through all of our results is the analysis of concept spaces over

the set of all queries. The results we apply from learning theory rely on the VC
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dimension of the concept space, intuitively a measure of how complex it is. (See

Section 3.2 for a short primer on statistical learning theory.)

PAC learning and known-query attacks. In Section 3.3, we show that

database reconstruction given a set of known queries can be recast as an instance

of Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) learning, and standard results from

that field can predict how many queries are needed to achieve reconstruction. We

present this reduction to PAC learning as an introduction to how we view database

reconstruction as a learning problem, as well as an illustration of the power of this

viewpoint. While the attack model here is rather powerful, it is considered realistic

in some recent literature [146, 59, 57]; our analysis largely resolves the question of

how damaging such attacks can be. In the remainder, we no longer assume queries

are known, aligning our setting with most prior work.

Beyond range queries. As illustration of the power of the viewpoint we have

taken, in Section 3.4, we generalize approximate reconstruction to other query

classes and analyze the resulting attacks using tools from learning theory. Using

generalization error as a metric γ on the values in the database, we show that all

query classes with finite VC dimension reveal the distance (in γ) between the un-

derlying values of records, which allows an attacker to group records whose values

are close. Further, we show how to use an ε-net to precisely analyze how many

queries are needed to guarantee all groups of records have small diameter accord-

ing to γ. We construct, analyze, and evaluate the first reconstruction attack on

prefix queries. We conclude the section with a general lower bound, via a reduc-

tion to PAC learning, relating the query class’s VC dimension, attack accuracy,

and number of queries needed for any reconstruction attack using access pattern
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leakage. In addition to being of theoretical interest, this suggests VC dimension or

similar concepts from learning theory could be a useful way to compare different

techniques which leak access patterns.

Notation and assumptions. Throughout [n] denotes the set of integers

{1, . . . , n}; [a, b] denotes the set of integers within the given interval; and open

brackets such as [a, b[ denote that the corresponding endpoint is excluded. (If

b ≤ a, [a, b[ is empty.) We model a database as a set of R records where each

record has a single attribute that takes an integer value in [N ]. We let val(r) ∈ [N ]

denote the value of the record r.

We assume the adversary knows the number of possible values N , and the set

of all possible queries. We do not assume that the adversary knows the set of all

records in advance, or even their number. We do not assume that every value

appears in at least one record (no density assumption).

3.1.1 Related Work

Kellaris et al. (KKNO) [69] described the first exact reconstruction attack on range

queries with access pattern leakage; Lacharité et al. (LMP) [78] improved the re-

sults of KKNO in the dense setting, obtaining an O(N logN) exact reconstruction

attack. Kornaropoulos et al. [76] gave an approximate reconstruction attack for

access pattern leakage from k-nearest-neighbor queries. Other papers attacking

encrypted databases include [59, 100, 12, 57, 24]; these mostly analyze so-called

“property-revealing encryption” schemes, which leak strictly more than what we

assume.
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3.2 Statistical Learning Theory Primer

We begin with a brief introduction to some elements of statistical learning the-

ory that will play a central role in our work. We use terminology from a recent

textbook [91].

3.2.1 Concept Spaces, ε-Nets, ε-Samples

Let X be some set of (base) elements. In this work, X is always finite (although our

scale-free reconstruction bounds extend to infinite sets, e.g. continuous ranges, as

is). A concept (also called event or range) C is a subset of X. Given a probability

distribution D on the set X, let fD represent the probability mass function. The

probability PrD(C) of a concept C is equal to the probability that a single element

of X sampled according to D is in C, i.e., PrD(C) =
∑

c∈C fD(c).

A concept space (or set system) is a pair (X,C) where C is a set of concepts

(subsets) of X. Any concept C can also be viewed as a function X → {0, 1} (its

characteristic function): the function’s output on input x ∈ X is 1 if x ∈ C and 0

otherwise. Given a concept space (X,C) and a sample S of elements drawn from

X according to D, we may ask the following questions:

• Does every concept in C with some not-too-small probability occur in the

sample S?

• Is the relative occurrence of every concept of C in the sample S close to its

expectation?

Answering these questions involves analyzing objects called ε-nets [61] and ε-
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samples.

Definition 1. A subset S ⊆ X is an ε-net for the concept space (X,C) with respect

to the distribution D if for every event C ∈ C with PrD(C) ≥ ε, the intersection

S ∩ C is non-empty.

Definition 2. A subset S ⊆ X is an ε-sample (also called ε-approximation) for the

concept space (X,C) with respect to the distribution D if for every concept C ∈ C,

| |S ∩ C||S| − PrD(C)| ≤ ε.

Informally, a sample S is an ε-sample when every concept’s relative frequency

in S is within ε of its true probability. It is an ε-net iff every concept of probability

at least ε occurs in the sample.

One way to analyze when a set S is an ε-net or an ε-sample is to characterize

the complexity of the concept space. We turn to this next.

3.2.2 Shattering, VC Dimension, Growth Functions

The critical measures in determining the complexity of a concept space are the

growth function mC(n) and the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension d, which

are related. Given a concept space (X,C) and a finite sample S ⊆ X, an important

object is the set of subsamples of S induced by C (also called the projection of C

on S): CS := {C ∩ S}C∈C. The size of this set is the index of C with respect to S:

∆C(S) :=|CS| = | {C ∩ S : C ∈ C} |.

Clearly, the index of a concept space relative to a set S is at most 2|S|, and, when

C is finite, it is at most |C|.
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The concept space (X,C) shatters the sample S ⊆ X if C induces all possible

subsamples of S, i.e., ∆C(S) = 2|S|.

The VC dimension (also called density [126] or capacity and denoted by d) of

a concept space (X,C) is the largest cardinality (possibly infinite) of a set S ⊆ X

that can be shattered by C. (It is sufficient for only one set of this size to exist; not

all sets of this size need to be shattered by C.) VC dimension is an indicator of the

complexity of a concept space. Related to VC dimension is the growth function of

a concept space (X,C), which is the maximum index of C over all samples S ⊆ X

of size n: mC(n) := maxS⊆X:|S|=n ∆C(S).

The VC dimension, then, is the largest value of n for which the growth function

equals 2n. Knowing the VC dimension of a concept space is sufficient to determine

an upper bound on the growth function: either d is infinite or the growth function

is bounded by
∑d

i=0

(
n
i

)
.

Lemma 1 (Sauer’s Lemma [126]). Let (X,C) be a concept space having finite VC

dimension d. Then, the growth function satisfies mC(n) ≤∑d
i=0

(
n
i

)
.

Moreover, the partial sum of binomial coefficients
∑d

i=0

(
n
i

)
is upper-bounded

by (ne/d)d ≤ nd for all d ≥ 2.

3.2.3 Sufficient Conditions for ε-Nets and ε-Samples

In their groundbreaking paper, Vapnik and Chervonenkis established a lower

bound [141, Thm. 2] on the probability that a sample S is an ε-sample, i.e., that

the relative frequencies of events in C are all within ε of their true probabilities.

Theorem 1 (Sufficient conditions for ε-sample [141]). Let (X,C) be a concept
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space with growth function mC(n) and VC dimension d. Let D be a probability

distribution on X and let S be a set of size n drawn from X according to D. Then,

for any ε > 0, the probability that S is an ε-sample is at least 1−4 ·mC(2n) ·e−ε2n/8.

In particular, there is an n that is

O
(
d

ε2
log

d

ε
+

1

ε2
log

1

δ

)
such that a sample S of size at least n is an ε-sample with probability at least 1−δ.

More precisely, [91, Thm. 14.15] establishes that a sample of size at least

32d
ε2

log 64d
ε2

+ 16
ε2

log 2
δ

is an ε-sample with probability at least 1− δ.

Inspired by Vapnik and Chervonenkis’s work on ε-samples, Haussler and Welzel

introduced ε-nets and derived a lower bound in the case where the distribution

over X is uniform [61, Thm. 3.7]. Later work extended this bound to arbitrary

distributions:

Theorem 2 (Sufficient conditions for ε-net [91]). Let (X,C) be a concept space with

growth function mC(n) and VC dimension d. Let D be a probability distribution on

X and let S be a set of size n drawn from X according to D. Then, for any ε > 0,

the probability that S is an ε-net is at least 1 − 2 ·mC(2n) · e−εn/2. In particular,

there is an n that is

O
(
d

ε
log

d

ε
+

1

ε
log

1

δ

)
such that a sample of at least this size is an ε-net with probability at least 1 − δ.

Specifically, a random sample of size at least max{8d
ε

log 16d
ε
, 4
ε

log 2
δ
} is an ε-net

with probability at least 1− δ.

Ehrenfeucht et al. prove a lower bound [39, Cor. 5] on the number of samples

needed to obtain an ε-net with probability at least 1− δ. Since every ε-sample is

an ε-net, this lower bound also applies to ε-samples.
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Theorem 3 (Necessary conditions for ε-net [39, 91]). Let (X,C) be a concept space

of VC dimension d. Let D be a probability distribution on X and let S be sample

drawn from X according to D. Let ε > 0 and δ > 0. Suppose S is an ε-net with

probability at least 1− δ. Then |S| = Ω
(
d
ε

+ 1
ε

log 1
δ

)
.

3.2.4 PAC Learning

Introduced by Valiant [140], PAC learning is concerned with algorithms that learn

from labelled examples. (We restrict our attention to realizable and consistent

PAC learning; for a more general treatment see [68].) Using the terminology above,

a learner L is an algorithm which takes as input a transcript {(si, C(si))}mi=1 of

elements from X (where each si←$ π for some distribution π on X) along with

their labels according to the unknown concept C. A learner outputs a hypothesis

H ∈ C representing its guess for C.

The learner L is a PAC learner for C if for any C ∈ C, distribution π on X,

and 0 < ε, δ < 1/2, for any sample (or transcript) of size m in O(poly(1
ε
, 1
δ
)) drawn

according to π, the generalization error Prπ [ {x ∈ X |H(x) 6= C(x)} ] is less than ε

with probability at least 1− δ. In words, the generalization error is the probability

under π that an element is labelled differently by H and C. A central result [17]

in learning theory states that if C has finite VC dimension, then there exists a (not

necessarily efficient) PAC learner for C. In particular, the following holds [91].

Theorem 4. Let (X,C) be a concept space with finite VC dimension d. Then for

any 0 < ε, δ < 1/2, there exists a PAC learner L for (X,C) that uses a sample of

size

m = O
(
d

ε
log

d

ε
+

1

ε
log

1

δ

)
.
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That is, for any concept C ∈ C, with probability at least 1 − δ, L achieves gener-

alization error less than ε using a sample of size m.

3.3 PAC Learning and Database Reconstruction Attacks

In this section, we begin exploring the connection between learning theory and

database reconstruction attacks. Concretely, we demonstrate a connection be-

tween approximate database reconstruction and “Probably Approximately Cor-

rect” (PAC) learning [140] in the setting where the attacker has access pattern

leakage from some known queries. For a brief introduction to PAC learning, see

Section 3.2.4.

Reconstruction via PAC learning. The attack setting we consider here is

one in which an attacker has observed the access pattern leakage from a number

of known queries drawn i.i.d. from a fixed query distribution (which the adversary

does not need to know). The assumption of known queries is somewhat stronger

than has been considered previously in this literature; however, some recent works

have argued that it is realistic [59, 57] on the grounds that the adversary is able

to make some queries or has compromised an honest user.

A crucial question is the relationship between the number of known queries and

the amount of information the adversary can learn about the database itself, cf.

Section 1.1. We will see that this question is largely resolved via a simple reduction

to PAC learning in the known query setting.

We can think of a database DB with R records having values in [N ] as being a

vector of length R with values in [N ]; the value of record j is DB[j]. We construct
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a concept space C = (Q,C) as follows. The points in the ground set are the possible

queries q ∈ Q. We write q(i) = 1 when value i ∈ [N ] matches query q. We set

Ci = {q ∈ Q | q(i) = 1}. We then define C = {Ci : i ∈ [N ]}. With this set-up, we

have the following result.

Theorem 5. Let Q be a class of queries and C = (Q,C) be the concept space

constructed as above. Let πq be any distribution over Q. Let d be the VC di-

mension of C, and assume d is finite. Then, there is an adversary such that for

any database DB, given as input m ∈ O(d
ε

log d
εδ

) queries sampled from πq and

their access pattern leakage on DB, the adversary outputs a database DB′ such

that Prπq [ q(DB[j]) 6= q(DB′[j]) ] ≤ ε holds simultaneously for all j ∈ [R], with

probability at least 1−Rδ.

This theorem requires some explanation. In the statement, we chose to use the

generalization error Prπq [ q(DB[j]) 6= q(DB′[j]) ] as the accuracy measure. This

is intended to surface the core points without adding unnecessary detail, but it

may also make the result hard to interpret. Section 3.4 studies in more detail how

generalization error relates to traditional notions of attack accuracy.

The proof proceeds via a natural reduction to PAC learning. The adversary gets

as input m known queries along with their access pattern leakage (i.e. which records

match the query) for each of the R records in the database. The core observation is

that the access pattern is a binary classification of each database element; further,

each database value is a concept in C. This means that the task of reconstructing

each database element can be seen as R PAC learning experiments for the concept

space C defined above. The adversary simply runs the PAC learner from Theorem 4

R times, invoking it once for each record j. For each invocation, the adversary gives

the learner as input the m queries and their access patterns (i.e. the 0/1 labellings)
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for record j. Each time the learner is run, it outputs a hypothesis Hind ∈ C

corresponding to an element of [N ]. The adversary’s complete output is then of

the form [H1, H2, . . . , HR], which we denote by DB′. Each independent invocation

of the learner outputs a hypothesis Hj such that Prπq [ q(Hj) 6= q(DB[j]) ] > ε with

probability at most δ, and a union bound over the R elements completes the proof.

Remark. Here, we obtain a probability bound that depends on R. While this

may look discouraging, the sample complexity of PAC learning is only logarithmic

in δ, so the resulting loss in tightness small. Further, in Section 3.3.1, we show

that the dependency on R can be removed. The proof in Section 3.3.1 does not

use a generic reduction to PAC learning; instead it uses a fixed learner and applies

the ε-net theorem. The approach we chose in this section is simpler and directly

highlights the connection with PAC learning.

Extensions. The above result can be extended in several ways. First, a symmet-

ric and nearly identical result can be proven about query reconstruction attacks

in the presence of known records. Such a result would proceed as above except

flipping the role of the queries and values in the concept space. An interesting

extension of the above result (and its twin for known database elements) is a

setting where the adversary has both known and unknown queries (or database

elements). One question which our PAC learning approach can address is how

much information the adversary learns about the unknown information elements

by PAC learning with its known information.

Some authors have argued recently that the even stronger setting of chosen

query attacks is a realistic threat model for encrypted databases. With chosen

queries, the corresponding learning setting is not PAC learning, but active learn-
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ing [34]. Active learning is similar to PAC learning except the learner can adap-

tively query an oracle which labels points in X according to the unknown concept.

Interestingly, both the folklore binary-search attack on order-revealing encryption

and the Zhang et al. [146] document-injection attack can be viewed as active learn-

ing algorithms.

We note that lower bounds on the sample complexity of PAC learning can be

used to prove that certain kinds of security guarantees hold even in the presence

of some known or chosen queries (or database elements). In Section 3.4 we state

and prove one such result which does not assume any records or queries are known

to the adversary.

3.3.1 Reducing Query Complexity for Reconstruction with

Known Queries

Next we prove that the dependency on the number of records R can be removed

from Theorem 5. This is formalized in Theorem 6.

Recall the following notation from Section 3.3. We can think of a database DB

with R records having values in [N ] as being a vector of length R with values in

[N ]; the value of record j is DB[j]. We construct a concept space C = (Q,C) as

follows. The points in the ground set are the possible queries q ∈ Q. We write

q(i) = 1 when value i ∈ [N ] matches query q. We set Ci = {q ∈ Q | q(i) = 1}. We

then define C = {Ci : i ∈ [N ]}.

Theorem 6. Let Q be a class of queries and C = (Q,C) be the concept space

constructed as above. Let πq be any distribution over Q. Let d be the VC di-
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mension of C, and assume d is finite. Then, there is an adversary such that for

any database DB, given as input m ∈ O(d
ε

log d
εδ

) queries sampled from πq and

their access pattern leakage on DB, the adversary outputs a database DB′ such

that Prπq [ q(DB[j]) 6= q(DB′[j]) ] ≤ ε holds simultaneously for all j ∈ [R], with

probability at least 1− δ.

Remark. The statement above is identical to Theorem 5, except the probability

of success is 1 − δ instead of 1 − Rδ. In reality, there is small price to pay: the

required number of queries is increased by a constant factor, per Lemma 2 below.

This potential increase is not reflected in the statement, since the constant factor

disappears into the O() notation.

Before proving Theorem 6, we start with a short lemma. Given a concept class

(X,C), C∆ denotes the set of symmetric differences of elements of C; that is:

C∆ := {∆(A,B) : A,B ∈ C}

where ∆(·, ·) denotes the symmetric difference of the input sets.

Lemma 2. Let (X,C) be an arbitrary concept class with finite VC dimension d.

Then the VC dimension of (X,C∆) is also finite. Moreover it is O(d).

Proof. The proof of the lemma is identical to standard proofs of the same result

for e.g. unions (see [91, Theorem 14.5] for a generic argument). For the sake of

completeness, we give a proof here. Let d denote the VC dimension of (X,C).

Then the growth function of (X,C) is upper-bounded by
∑d

i=0

(
n
i

)
≤ (ne/d)d as a

function of the number of points n by Lemma 1. Hence, given n points in X, C

induces at most (ne/d)d subsamples, hence symmetric differences of two elements

in C can induce at most (ne/d)2d subsamples. To show that n = αd points cannot
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be shattered by C∆ for some α, it is thus enough to show that (αe)2d < 2αd, which

is equivalent to αe < 2α/2, which is clearly true for some fixed α (e.g. α = 10

suffices).

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 6. The proof is no longer a “generic”

reduction to PAC learning. Instead, the proof uses the ε-net theorem (Theorem 2)

directly.

Proof of Theorem 6. We choose as adversary any adversary that outputs any

database DB′ that is consistent with the observed leakage. Such a database exists,

since DB must be consistent with its own leakage. (As with general PAC learning,

there is no guarantee that the adversary is efficient.) Next we pick a sample size m

large enough to ensure that the sample is an ε-net for the concept space (X,C∆).

By Lemma 2, the VC dimension of that concept space is O(d). By the ε-net the-

orem, it follows that m ∈ O(d
ε

log d
εδ

) suffices to ensure that the sample forms an

ε-net with probability at least 1 − δ. We claim that this choice of adversary and

m satisfies the conclusion of the theorem.

To see this, assume the sample is an ε-net, which holds with probability at

least 1 − δ. Let DB′ be the database output by the adversary. Assume towards

contradiction that there exists j ∈ [R] such that Prπq [ q(DB[j]) 6= q(DB′[j]) ] > ε.

This last expression is equivalent to saying that the measure of ∆(CDB[j], CDB′[j])

according to πq is greater than ε. Since the sample is an ε-net for C∆, it must

contain a point in ∆(CDB[j], CDB′[j]). This point is a (known) query that matches

record j in DB but not in DB′, or conversely. Hence the database DB′ output by

the adversary is not consistent with the sample, a contradiction.
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3.4 Generalizing Approximate Reconstruction

We have seen how ε-nets and ε-samples can be used to build and analyze approx-

imate reconstruction attacks on range queries. In this section, we abstract a core

technical idea from those attacks – that records accessed the same way by most

queries must be “close” – and show how it extends beyond range queries. We

explore this in three ways: (1) by using learning theory to define a natural and

general notion of distance relevant to access pattern attacks, (2) by showing how

ε-nets are the right technical tool for analyzing the meaning of this distance for

particular query classes, and (3) by using this distance notion to prove a general

lower bound on the query complexity of any attack with access pattern leakage.

To the best of our knowledge, our general lower bound is the first such proof ever

given for this setting and illustrates a core finding of this work: the security impact

of access pattern leakage for any class of queries is related to its VC dimension.

Distances induced by range queries. Let Ci be the set of range queries

matching value i, and Cj, j. Then, the set of queries matching i XOR j (ex-

actly one of i and j) is ∆(Ci, Cj), where ∆ is the symmetric difference operator

on sets, and the number of such queries is γ(i, j) := |∆(Ci, Cj)|. We can make

three interesting observations about γ(i, j). First, it is related to the numerical

distance metric |i− j| (though, importantly, they are not identical). Second, γ(·, ·)

is itself a metric on [N ]. Third, distance in this metric is approximately revealed

by the access pattern leakage of range queries: if every query accesses either both

or neither records i and j, then γ(i, j) is likely to be small. These three properties

were used extensively in our attacks on range queries, but they are not specific to

range queries: we can abstract them using ideas from learning theory.
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Distance, generally. Consider any class of queries Q on [N ] and distribution

π over those queries, and consider the concept space (Q,C) with concepts C :=

{Ci}i∈[N ], where each Ci := {q ∈ Q | q(i) = 1}. Each query is a point in this concept

space, and there is a set corresponding to each possible value in [N ] containing

the queries that match it. Now, define the symmetric difference concept space

(X,C)∆ := (X,C∆), where C∆ := {∆(Ci, Cj)}i,j∈[N ] and ∆(·, ·) is the symmetric

difference of the input sets. This new concept space contains, for each pair i, j,

the queries which return exactly one of i, j. By Lemma 2, the VC dimension of

C∆ is at most twice the VC dimension of C. Next, define the function γπ(i, j) :=

Prπ [ ∆(Ci, Cj) ]. As above for range queries, where implicitly π was the uniform

distribution, this defines a metric on [N ]. To see that the triangle inequality

holds, observe that for any i, j, and k, any query in ∆(Ci, Cj) is in ∆(Ci, Ck) or

∆(Ck, Cj). This allows us to generalize the use of ε-nets in ApproxOrder to

arbitrary query classes. If the adversary observes a set of queries that is an ε-net

for the symmetric difference concept space, then it must be the case that for any

subset S of records with identical access pattern, the underlying values V of those

records satisfy diamγ(V ) := maxi,j∈V γπ(i, j) ≤ ε.

Thus, if we simply group together records that have the same access pattern,

then the existence of an ε-net provides an upper bound on the distance (with re-

spect to the measure γ) of records in the same group. Essentially, access pattern

leakage from any query class reveals a kind of approximate equality between the

underlying values of the records in the database. This approximate equality de-

pends both on the query class and the query distribution. For range queries, we

used this approximate equality to build the ApproxOrder attack and reveal a

great deal of information with few queries. However, closeness in the metric γ

may not be practically interesting for all query classes and distributions: for ex-
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ample, access pattern leakage from the “query class” which is sampled uniformly

at random from 2[N ] is unlikely to reveal anything interesting. Nevertheless, for

many query classes used in practice, closeness in this distance metric can lead to

serious privacy breaches. For example, for prefix queries, two values being close

in this metric implies they have a common prefix. We will show a simple attack

that allows an adversary to reveal which records in the database are approximately

equal according to the distance metric γπ.

Approximate equality attack. Consider a set of queries Q, possible record

values [N ], and resulting concept space (Q,C), whose VC dimension d we assume

is finite and ≥ 2. Let πq be any distribution over Q. The attack takes as input

records {r1, r2, . . . , rR} along with a 0-1 matrix AP with R rows and Q columns,

where APij = 1 iff query j returns record i. The attack views each row of the matrix

as a number in [0, 2Q− 1] and outputs a partition by grouping all records with the

same number. Let gi = {ri1, . . . , rik} be any such group, and let V = {v1, . . . , vk}

be the underlying values of these records. An application of the ε-net theorem lets

us immediately conclude that Prπq [ diamγ(V ) ≤ ε ] > 1 − (2Q)d2−εQ/2, and this

bound holds for all groups simultaneously.

3.4.1 Prefix and Suffix Queries

Next, we show how to instantiate the approximate equality attack for a practically

relevant query class. For a set Σ≤` of all strings with length ≤ ` from some alphabet

Σ, define a prefix query q to be a string in the set ∪`j=1Σj. In text search, prefix

queries are usually indicated by a trailing asterisk “*”. For any element j ∈ Σ≤`,

define the predicate q(j) to be 1 if either q = j or q is a prefix of j, and 0 otherwise.
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As an example, take the database {cat, carbon}. A prefix query “c*” on these two

values would return both, but “carb*” would return only the second one.

Although prefix queries are technically a subset of range queries, there are three

crucial differences which obviate the use of previous attacks on range queries: prefix

queries do not reveal order, they cannot overlap without one query being contained

in the other, and the number of queries matching any fixed string is constant.

(Replacing “prefix” with “suffix” in the discussion above gives an identical query

class that matches strings based on a suffix instead of a prefix. Our discussion and

attacks easily translate to suffix queries, so we dispense with a separate discussion

for them.)

In the the symmetric difference concept space for prefix queries, the concepts

∆(Ci, Cj) for i, j ∈ Σ≤` are the queries that are prefixes of exactly one of i or

j. If i and j themselves have a common prefix, though, some prefix queries will

match both i and j. More precisely, if i and j have a length-k common prefix,

then |∆(Ci, Cj)| = (|i|−k)+(|j|−k). Informally, if the adversary notices that two

records are always accessed together or not at all, then it can infer that they share

a long common prefix. We will describe how to formalize this intuition with ε-

nets. Further, if the adversary has a model of the database distribution, it can use

frequency analysis to learn the characters of each record, one at a time (reminiscent

of the climax of the science-fiction movie WarGames).

A WarGames attack on prefix search. Most modern text and web search

systems support prefix queries on unstructured data [40], and they are ubiquitous

in software-as-a-service (SaaS) products like Salesforce, ServiceNow, and Drop-

box [125, 134, 37]. A common [37, 125] design pattern for these systems is to send
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a prefix query for every character the user types in the search bar. Since users may

find their desired result without finishing their query, the distribution of queries is

heavily biased towards shorter prefixes.

Our attack in this setting is simple. First, the adversary runs the approxi-

mate equality attack described above, obtaining a partition of the records in the

database. Then, for each record, it takes the union of all query results containing

that record. Here is where we apply the generalized distance notion discussed ear-

lier: with an ε-net, we can ensure that each group in the partition contains records

with at least a length-one common prefix, and that the unions we form afterwards

are exactly the sets of records with the same first character. The first character of

each record is then recovered via frequency analysis, and the attack is iterated to

learn the second character, then the third, etc.

Analyzing the attack. We model the queries as being sampled via a two-step

process. First, a prefix length `q is sampled from a Zipf distribution on [`]. (Recall

that the standard Zipf distribution on ` elements has Pr [ i ] = (1/i)/H`, where

H` =
∑`

m=1 1/m is the `th harmonic number.) Then, the query is sampled as a

uniformly random element of Σ`q . Call this distribution over queries πts.

We first consider, for two words i, j ∈ Σ≤`, how the length of i

and j’s common prefix relates to Prπts [ ∆(Ci, Cj) ]. If i and j have

different lengths and share a length-k prefix, then Prπts [ ∆(Ci, Cj) ] =

1
H`

(∑|i|
m=k+1 1/(m|Σ|m) +

∑|j|
m=k+1 1/(m|Σ|m)

)
. Let `min be the length of the

shortest string. If the queries observed by the adversary are an ε-net for the

symmetric difference concept space and for ε = 1
H`

∑`min

m=1 1/(m|Σ|m), then, for all

i, j having no common prefix, we have the distance γπts(i, j) > ε and a query ac-
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cessing i and j differently must have occurred. The VC dimension of this concept

space is at most 4, so O(1
ε

log 1
εδ

) queries suffice for this attack to recover the first

character of every record with probability at least 1 − δ. This same analysis can

be iterated for the rest of the characters.

Experiments. We implemented the attack using last name data from the Fra-

ternal Order of Police (FOP) database dump, posted online in 2016. It contains

the personal information of over 600,000 law enforcement officers in the United

States. For auxiliary data, we used public US Census statistics [23] on last name

frequencies. We also ran the attack on the FAA ZIP code dataset used in the

published version of this work, but it performed quite poorly, primarily due to the

auxiliary data being a poor model of the ZIP code distribution.

In 9 out of 10 trials with only 500 prefix queries sampled according to the

distribution described above, we were able to partition the records into groups

with at least a one-character prefix in common. The mean number of queries

required to do this was 315. Once we obtain this partition, we recovered the first

character for over 70% of the last-name records. With the same number of trials

for 40,000 queries, we recovered the first and second characters of over 55% of the

last-name records. With 3 million queries, we recovered the first three characters

for over 40% of last-name records, and we recovered roughly 1,500 three-character

last names exactly. The sample complexities given by the ε-net theorem above are

1,491, 120,000, and 6 million for recovering 1, 2, and 3 characters—much higher

than our experiments indicated. As we saw above, applying these results can give

loose bounds but the “true” constants are usually small.

This attack on prefix queries can be improved. Our goal was not simply to con-
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struct an accurate reconstruction attack for prefix queries, but to demonstrate the

power of the learning-theoretic approach in building and analyzing reconstruction

attacks. We can generalize the prefix attack to obtain the three basic steps for

this approach: (1) define a concept space and a metric, (2) use an ε-net to analyze

the number of queries needed to learn approximate equality, then (3) perform an

attack on the information about values revealed by approximate equality. We note

also that standard results [91] on intersections and unions of concept classes can

extend this approach to composite query classes (e.g. a SQL query which intersects

the result of a range query on one column and a prefix query on another).

3.4.2 A General Lower Bound on Attacks

The metric γ is defined for any query class, and in many cases this leads to privacy

implications: for range queries, it is closely related to the distance between record

values; for prefix queries, the length of the longest common prefix. A general

approximate reconstruction attack should recover values that are close (for γ) to

the actual record values, and lower bounds on closeness (for γ) should imply lower

bounds on the accuracy of any approximate reconstruction attack. The following

theorem gives one such lower bound on the number of queries necessary for any

approximate reconstruction attack on any query class, as a function of the desired

accuracy ε and the VC dimension d of the query class.

Theorem 7. Let Q be a class of queries on [N ], πq a query distribution, and

C = (Q,C) the associated concept space with VC dimension d > 1. Let γ(i, j) :=

Prπq [ ∆(Ci, Cj) ] be the distance metric induced on [N ] by Q and πq. Consider any

algorithm that takes as input a database of size R with elements in [N ], together

with the access pattern leakage of m queries sampled from πq, and outputs an
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approximation DB′ such that γ(DB[i], DB′[i]) ≤ ε for all i ∈ [1, . . . , R], with

probability of success at least 1− δ (over the choices of queries from πq). Then m

is in Ω(d
ε

+ 1
ε

log 1
δ
).

This result is a direct application of PAC learning theory: an algorithm that

takes any database as input and outputs a DB′ satisfying the stated condition is

a PAC learner for the concept space C defined in the theorem statement. We can

thus apply a general lower bound [39] on the sample complexity of PAC learning

to conclude that m must be in Ω(d
ε

+ 1
ε

log 1
δ
). With a smaller number of queries

m, there will be, with probability at least δ, two values in [N ] whose distance γ is

strictly greater than ε, but which every query given to the algorithm accessed in

the same way.

This result is not easy to interpret, so we briefly reflect on its implications.

First, it holds even if the adversary knows the exact query distribution and

database distribution. Next, note that the same lower bound holds for the ex-

istence of an ε-net: if the queries fail to form an ε-net for the metric γ, then

some records that are more than ε apart in γ cannot be separated based on ac-

cess pattern. Since any approximate attack should be able to distinguish such

records, in some sense this approximate equality attack is a minimal approximate

attack. For example, consider the range query attacks from the conference ver-

sion of this work [56]. Recovering approximate values or a partition into buckets

with small diameters implies we are able to group together approximately-equal

records. From this perspective, the lower bound on the existence of an ε-net for γ

may be interpreted as a lower bound on the number of queries necessary for any

form of approximate attack for which γ is a relevant notion of distance—not only

an approximate attack attempting to recover values, as in Theorem 7.
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CHAPTER 4

FREQUENCY-SMOOTHING FOR ENCRYPTED DATA STORES

We present pancake, the first system to protect key-value stores from access

pattern leakage attacks with small constant factor bandwidth overhead. pancake

uses a new approach, that we call frequency smoothing, to transform plaintext ac-

cesses into uniformly distributed encrypted accesses to an encrypted data store.

We show that frequency smoothing prevents access pattern leakage attacks by pas-

sive persistent adversaries in a new formal security model. We integrate pancake

into three key-value stores used in production clusters, and demonstrate its practi-

cality: on standard benchmarks, pancake achieves 229× better throughput than

non-recursive Path ORAM — within 3–6× of insecure baselines for these key-value

stores.

Personal contributions. To the best of my recollection, I proposed using the

query distribution to efficiently prevent access pattern attacks, as well as what

would eventually become this paper’s security model. I also suggested the batching

mechanism, and wrote most of the formal analyses in the paper.

4.1 Introduction

High-performance data stores, such as key-value stores [35, 1, 70], document

stores [92], and graph stores [102, 71], are a building block for many applica-

tions. For ease of management and scalability, many organizations have recently

transitioned from on-premise to cloud-hosted data stores (e.g., [35]), and from

server-attached to disaggregated storage [143, 46, 73, 62]. While beneficial, these

deployment settings lead to significant security concerns: data accesses that used
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to be contained within a trusted domain (an organization’s premises or within a

server) are now visible to potentially untrusted entities.

A now-long line of work has shown that, even if the data is encrypted,

the observed data access patterns can be exploited to learn damaging informa-

tion about the data, through access pattern attacks such as frequency analysis

(e.g., [65, 24, 69, 56, 76]). These attacks require only a passive persistent adver-

sary, that is, one that observes access patterns but does not actively performs

accesses. Existing techniques that are secure against access pattern attacks, such

as oblivious RAMs [50], target stronger security models where the adversary can

actively perform data accesses; as we discuss in detail in §4.2, these techniques

have fundamental performance overheads [19, 82, 110, 144, 81, 108] making them

impractical for most settings. Thus, the problem of building high-performance

data stores that are secure against access pattern attacks by persistent passive

adversaries remains open.

We make three core contributions towards resolving this open problem. First,

we introduce a formal security model that captures (just) passive persistent ad-

versaries in encrypted data store settings. Specifically, we model honest users’

queries to the data store as a sequence of data access requests sampled from a

time-varying distribution. The encryption mechanism can obtain an estimate of

the distribution; the adversary both knows the distribution and obtains the tran-

script of (encrypted) queries and responses. Informally, we say that a mechanism

is secure if the adversary is unable to distinguish the transcript from a sequence

of uniformly distributed accesses to random bit strings. We capture this security

goal in what we call real-or-random indistinguishability under chosen dynamic-

distribution attack (ROR-CDDA).
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Our second contribution is frequency smoothing, a mechanism that is ROR-

CDDA secure, that is, provides security against access pattern attacks by passive

persistent adversaries.

The key insight underlying frequency smoothing is that, for passive persistent

adversaries, data access requests being chosen from a distribution provides a source

of “uncertainty” that can be leveraged in a principled manner. For instance, if re-

quests were sampled from a uniform distribution, it is easy to see that the adversary

gains no additional information from observing accesses patterns. However, most

real world distributions are not uniform. Frequency smoothing uses the estimate

of the data access distribution to transform a sequence of requests into uniform

accesses over encrypted objects (hereafter, key-value pairs) in the data store.

Frequency smoothing carefully combines four techniques: selective replication,

fake accesses, batching of queries, and dynamic adaptation. Selective replication

creates “replicas” of key-value pairs that have high access probability relative to

others in the data store. This serves to partially smooth the distribution over

(replicated) key-value pairs. For the remaining non-uniformity, we combine se-

lective replication with the idea of “fake” queries [86]. These are sampled from

a carefully crafted fake access distribution to boost the likelihood of accessing

replicated key-value pairs until the resulting distribution is entirely uniform.

Security requires ensuring that fake and real queries be indistinguishable; to

achieve this, we issue small batches of encrypted queries, where each query is either

real or fake with equal probability.

Finally, we show how one can dynamically adapt to changes in the underlying

data access distribution by opportunistically adapting the replica creation as well
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as the fake access distribution.

Our third contribution is the design, implementation, and evaluation of an

end-to-end system — pancake— that realizes frequency smoothing, and can be

used with existing data stores. pancake builds upon the encryption proxy system

model used in many deployment settings, where a proxy acts as an intermediary

between clients and the data store. pancake uses this proxy to maintain an es-

timate of the time-varying access distribution (based on incoming requests from

the clients), as well as securely execute read/write queries by using pseudorandom

functions for keys and authenticated encryption for values. Assuming the distri-

bution estimates are sufficiently good (we make this precise in §4.4), pancake

achieves ROR-CDDA security.

We analyze pancake’s performance both analytically and empirically. Specif-

ically, we show that pancake’s server-side storage and bandwidth overheads are

within a constant factor of insecure data stores; while the proxy storage can be

large in the worst-case (depending on the underlying data access distributions), our

empirical evaluation demonstrates minimal overheads for heavy-tailed, real-world

distributions.

We integrate pancake with two key-value stores used in production clusters —

a main-memory based key-value store Redis [120] and an SSD-based key-value store

RocksDB [122]. Evaluation over a variety of workloads demonstrates that pan-

cake consistently achieves throughput within 3 − 6× of the respective key-value

store that does not protect against access pattern leakage attacks. Sensitivity anal-

ysis against various workloads, deployment scenarios (within a cloud and across

wide-area networks), query loads, and more, demonstrates that pancake main-

tains its performance across a diversity of evaluated contexts. We also compare
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pancake performance against Path ORAM [138], a representative system from

the ORAM literature. Across various workloads, pancake achieves significantly

better throughput (sometimes by as much as 229×) than PathORAM. Of course,

ORAMs are designed to prevent a broader range of attacks (e.g., active injection

attacks); our comparison should be interpreted as highlighting the huge efficiency

gap between countermeasures in the two threat models. An end-to-end implemen-

tation of pancake along with all the details to reproduce our results is available

at https://github.com/pancake-security.

pancake is a first step toward designing high-performance data stores that are

secure against access pattern attacks by passive persistent adversaries. We outline

limitations, open research questions, and future research avenues in §4.7.

4.2 The pancake Security Model

We introduce a new security model for capturing passive persistent attacks against

encrypted data stores. We also discuss prior approaches for resisting access pattern

attacks.

System model. We focus on key-value (KV) stores that support (single-key) get,

put, and delete operations on KV pairs (k, v) submitted by one or more clients. Our

results can, however, be applied to any data store that supports read/write/delete

operations.

We consider outsourced storage settings where one or more clients want to uti-

lize a KV store securely. pancake employs a proxy architecture commonly used

by encrypted data stores in practice [130, 99, 30, 111] and in the academic litera-
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ture [124, 137, 114]. This deployment setting assumes multiple client applications

route query requests through a single trusted proxy. The proxy manages the ex-

ecution of these queries on behalf of the clients, sending queries to some storage

service. Our security model and results apply equally well to a setting with a single

client and no proxy.

We assume all communication channels are encrypted, e.g., using TLS. This

does not prevent the storage service from seeing requests. The proxy therefore

encrypts each KV pair (k, v) by applying a pseudorandom function (PRF) to the

key, denoted F (k), and symmetrically encrypting the value, denoted E(v). We

assume that the values are all the same size, perhaps via padding —i.e., there is

no length leakage. The secret keys needed for F and E are stored at the proxy.

Because F is deterministic, the proxy can perform operations for key k by in-

stead requesting F (k). This standard approach is used in a variety of commercial

products [130, 99, 30, 111, 7].

Security model. Our security model captures passive persistent adversaries in

such encrypted data store settings. The adversary observes all (encrypted) accesses

but does not actively perform its own (e.g., via a compromised client).

We model honest client requests as queries sampled from a distribution π over

keys: for each key k, the probability of a query (get, put, or delete) on that key is

denoted π(k). The distribution may change over time. While we primarily focus

on the case where queries are independent draws from π, we discuss correlated

queries and how this relates to ORAM security in Section 4.11.

In our model, the adversary does not have access to cryptographic keys, but

can observe all encrypted queries to, and corresponding responses from, the stor-
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age server. The adversary does not change the client queries, the responses, or the

stored data. The adversary knows π, but the random draws from π that constitute

individual accesses are (initially) hidden. The adversary wins if it can infer any

information about the resulting sequence of accessed plaintext KV pairs; we for-

malize this further in §4.4.3. We do not target hiding the time at which a query is

made; fully obfuscating timing requires a constant stream of accesses to the data

store, which is prohibitively expensive in many contexts. (Our approaches can

nevertheless be extended to hide timing in this way.) See §4.7 for more discussion

on the limitations of our security model.

Access pattern attacks. Without further mechanisms, the basic PRF and en-

cryption approach leaks the pattern of accesses to the adversary. In various con-

texts an attacker can combine this leakage with knowledge about π [100, 12, 65, 24]

to mount damaging attacks like frequency analysis: order the KV pairs by de-

creasing likelihood of being accessed k1, k2, . . ., and guess that the most frequently

accessed encrypted value is k1, the second most frequently accessed is k2, etc. In

general, in our security model the adversary can use knowledge of the distribution π

to:

• infer key identities,

• identify when specific keys are accessed, and,

• detect and identify changes in key popularities over time.

Our goal is to protect against such access pattern attacks.

Prior approaches. Access pattern and related attacks have been treated in the

literature before; we briefly overview three lines of work related to our results.
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Oblivious RAMs (ORAMs): Existing ORAM designs provide security against

access pattern attacks even in settings where the adversary can actively inject

its own queries. The core challenge with ORAM based approaches is their over-

heads — several recent results [19, 82, 110, 144, 81, 108] have established strong

lower bounds on ORAM overheads: for a data store with n key-value pairs, any

ORAM design must either: (1) use constant proxy storage but incur Ω(log n) band-

width overheads; or, (2) must use Θ(n) storage at the proxy and incur constant

bandwidth overheads. Unfortunately, both of these design points are inefficient

for data stores that store billions of key-value pairs [52, 21, 36, 6, 139]. At such

a scale, Ω(log n) bandwidth overheads result in orders-of-magnitude throughput

reduction [27]. On the other hand, state-of-the-art ORAM designs that achieve

constant bandwidth overheads in theory [5] have large constants hidden within the

asymptotic result (as much as 2100 [5]), resulting in high concrete overheads. For

many applications, ORAM overheads may be unacceptable.

Snapshot attacks: Another recent line of work has targeted what’s called a

snapshot threat model, where the adversary does not persistently observe queries

and only obtains a one-time copy (snapshot) of the encrypted data store [80, 113,

106]. One of these [80] propose frequency-smoothed encryption, a technique similar

to our selective replication mechanism. Unfortunately, the snapshot threat model

is currently unrealistic for existing storage systems [58]. More generally schemes

designed for it do not resist access pattern attacks by passive persistent adversaries.

Fake queries: Mavroforakis et al. [86] explore the idea of injecting fake queries

to obfuscate access patterns in the context of range queries and (modular) order-

preserving encryption. In a security model where boundaries between the queries

are not known to the adversary, this can provide security albeit with high band-
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width overheads. However, if query boundaries are known to the adversary (as in

our model and in practice), the adversary can trivially distinguish between real

and fake queries because the last query sent is always the real one. That said, our

work uses the idea of fake queries from [86], adapting it to our KV store setting

(see §4.4.2) and combining it with further techniques to ensure security.

4.3 pancake Overview

We now provide a brief overview of pancake’s core technique — frequency

smoothing. We relegate the discussion of pancake’s design details to subsequent

sections.

Frequency smoothing. Most data stores already gather statistics about data

access patterns for load balancing, debugging and performance tuning [3, 6]. pan-

cake’s design exploits that all clients route their queries via the proxy; thus, the

proxy can learn information about the frequency of plaintext accesses. We pro-

vide intuition on frequency smoothing technique assuming perfect estimates, i.e.,

π̂ = π. We start with the case that π does not change over time, and discuss the

dynamic case at the end of the section.

pancake uses the estimate of π to perform frequency smoothing. The key

technical challenge is how to efficiently transform accesses distributed according to

π over (plaintext) keys to a uniform distribution over encrypted keys. pancake

achieves this through a combination of three techniques: selective replication, fake

queries, and batching. In fact, either selective replication or fake queries along with

batching could be used to smooth frequency, but with prohibitive performance
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Figure 4.1: Frequency smoothing example. (Left) Original distribution over keys.
(Right) Distribution over replicas after frequency smoothing. Ratio of real to fake ac-
cesses is the ratio of their areas.

overheads as we explain below. The trick will be combining the three together in

order to achieve an efficient solution.

Selective replication creates a number of copies of a key k (called replicas1)

proportional to their likelihood of access: the more likely, the more replicas. When

accessing a key, one of its replicas is chosen at random. Theoretically, a value α

can be selected such that each π(k) = R(k) ·α for some integer R(k). Key k would

get R(k) replicas. This would smooth the distribution to uniform. However, it

leads to impractical storage overheads for typical distributions — the overhead for

the YCSB workload (§4.6) would be 15×.

Instead, pancake creates R(k) replicas of k, just enough to ensure only that

π(k)/R(k) ≤ 1/n where n is the number of items in the data store. We refer to

α = 1/n as the replica threshold. As we will show in §4.4.1, this ensures the total

number of replicas n′, although dependent on the distribution π itself, is always

≤ 2n. Since an adversary may learn some distributional information from n′, we

add a dummy key D with 2n − n′ replicas, so that the total number of replicas

is always exactly 2n, regardless of π. For example, given the distribution (1
2
, 1

3
, 1

6
)

over n = 3 keys a, b, c and threshold 1
3
, selective replication creates two replicas of

key a (denoted as (a, 1), (a, 2)), one replica each of b and c (denoted as (b, 1) and

(c, 1), respectively) and two replicas for the dummy key D (denoted as (D, 1) and

(D, 2)). Figure 4.1 plots the frequencies.

1We use the term replica to refer to both the original key and its copies.
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The resulting distribution over replicas is not quite uniform. In our example,

the distribution over (a, 1), (a, 2), (b, 1), (c, 1), (D, 1), (D, 2) is (1
4
, 1

4
, 1

3
, 1

6
, 0,

0). pancake therefore uses an equal proportion of fake queries mixed in with real

ones in order to ensure a uniform distribution over accesses. To do so, pancake

computes a complementary fake access distribution over replicas so that the sum

of the probability of a fake access and real access for any given replica is equal to

1/2n, where 2n is the total number of replicas. Every time an access is made, it

is chosen to be either fake or real with probability 1/2. In our example, using a

fake access distribution of ( 1
12

, 1
12

, 0, 1
6
, 1

3
, 1

3
) across the four replicas ensures each

replica has a total access probability of exactly 1
6
. We will show that adding fake

queries in this manner always ensures equal probability for any key being accessed.

To support updates to values, every access is a read followed by a write of a

freshly encrypted value. For keys with many replicas, we cannot change all replicas

immediately as this would leak that these encrypted values are linked. Instead

pancake updates one of the replicas, caches the new value, and opportunistically

updates the remaining replicas using subsequent fake or real queries to the replica.

This could require a large cache in the worst case, but we show empirically in §4.6

that the cache remains small for typical workloads.

To service a (real) query from a client, pancake performs a sequence of B

accesses randomly chosen from either the real or the fake distribution, inserting

the actual request into one of those chosen to be real. There is a small chance that

the client’s request cannot be served, in which case pancake puts the query into

a queue until the next client request arrives. We show that with B = 3, pancake

can ensure delivery of client requests in a timely manner (we make this precise in

the next section), while maintaining that the probability of accessing any sequence
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of B encrypted keys is equally likely.

One could achieve security without selective replication by increasing the ratio

of fake queries to real queries, but a larger value of B will be needed to ensure client

requests are not stalled for arbitrarily long time. This, in turn, would result in high

bandwidth overheads for many distributions. Thus, the combination of selective

replication and fake queries, as in frequency smoothing, is necessary to ensure

small overheads. With our chosen parameters, we will prove a storage overhead

of 2× and a bandwidth overhead of 3× of insecure KV stores, independent of

the underlying distribution. Moreover, we will prove that pancake’s protocol is

secure if the estimate π̂ is sufficiently good.

Dynamic query distributions To allow pancake to maintain its security

and performance guarantees even when access distributions change, we extend the

above design using an efficient algorithm that dynamically updates the fake query

probabilities and replica allocations across keys. Recall that the total number of

replicas in pancake is always 2n, regardless of the distribution. This means that

when the distribution changes, for every key that must lose a replica, another must

gain a replica. Therefore, handling distribution changes simply requires reassigning

replicas for all such key-pairs.

pancake uses a specialized replica swapping protocol to efficiently adjust the

allocation of replicas in parallel with servicing client requests. The key challenge is

that a request must be serviced by one of the old replicas, not a newly allocated one,

until all the new replicas have the appropriate value propagated to them. We show

that we can temporarily lower the ratio of real to fake queries, which, combined

with appropriate temporary caching of values during the transition, maintains
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the invariant that every access to the store is uniformly distributed, guaranteeing

security (§4.5).

4.4 pancake Design: Static Distribution Case

We now provide details on the design and implementation of pancake. In this

section, we focus on the case of a static distribution, and extend pancake’s design

to efficiently handle dynamic changes in the next section. We start the section with

the data storage (§4.4.1) and frequency smoothing (§4.4.2) mechanisms in pan-

cake, and then provide a formal security analysis for pancake’s design (§4.4.3).

We close the section with performance analysis of pancake’s storage requirements

and bandwidth overheads for query execution (§4.4.4).

4.4.1 Data Storage

pancake is backward-compatible with existing data stores — it requires no modi-

fications on how data is sharded across multiple cores or machines, and how queries

are executed in the underlying data store. Thus, pancake naturally benefits from

the many properties of existing data store, e.g., elasticity, fault tolerance, data

persistence, etc. The core of the pancake design is a proxy, which we describe

below.

The pancake proxy The main functionality of the pancake proxy is to initial-

ize the data store, to implement frequency smoothing, and to execute queries on

behalf of clients (encryption/decryption of query requests/responses). The proxy
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maintains several data structures to achieve its functionalities:

• Observed query distribution (π̂): The proxy maintains the probability

of access for individual keys, based on the histogram of accesses across keys.

This “observed” distribution is an estimate of the underlying distribution,

and is also used to detect changes in distribution over time.

• Fake query distribution (πf): The proxy also maintains a fake proba-

bility of access for each individual key. We will discuss below how the fake

distribution is computed.

• Key → replica counts: pancake’s selective replication mechanism may

create one or more replicas for KV pairs. The proxy maintains a map k →

R(k) from keys to their number of replicas, for all keys with R(k) > 1.

• UpdateCache: To securely handle write queries, we use a data structure

that stores a map k → (v, UpdateMap), where UpdateMap is a bitmap of

length R(k) denoting whether or not a particular replica of k has been up-

dated or not. We provide more details below.

• Query queue: This stores outstanding client queries.

The rest of the section details how the pancake proxy uses these data structures to

realize its functionalities. But first we make two observations about proxy storage

and scalability.

Regarding pancake proxy storage requirements, we note that storing the prob-

ability for a key as floating-point values requires 8 bytes of storage per key; given

that the size of values in many real-world applications is of the order of kilo-

bytes [6], storing the real and the fake distributions requires a tiny fraction of the
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entire dataset size. For instance, with 4 kilobyte values, the fraction works out

to a mere 0.39%. Similarly, the key → replica counts data structure is also tiny.

The size of UpdateCache, on the other hand, depends on the query distribution as

well as the write rates; we evaluate the UpdateCache size empirically for realistic

workloads in §4.6.

The pancake proxy is implemented to efficiently scale with multiple cores.

For the multi-core implementation, the first four data structures are shared by all

pancake proxy cores, while each core maintains its own query queue (for queries

“assigned” to that core). Our proxy implementation ensures high performance

(highly concurrent read-write rates) for data structures shared across cores. The

first three data structures are updated at coarse-grained timescales (e.g., due to

significant changes in the query distributions) and thus, simple arrays suffice for

our purposes. UpdateCache, on the other hand, requires concurrent read/write

operations; to this end, our implementation uses a Cuckoo hashmap [84] that can

support 40 million read/write operations per second on a commodity server.

4.4.2 Frequency Smoothing

We now describe pancake’s frequency smoothing techniques for static distribu-

tions, specifically the algorithms to initialize the data store (with selective replica-

tion) and execute queries (with real queries, fake queries, and batching).

It transforms a real query on a plaintext database DB into a fixed number

of accesses (say B for “batch size”) on an encrypted database DB′. By creating

multiple copies (“replicas”) of the most queried KV pairs and generating fake

queries, we can ensure each of the B accesses are a uniformly random selection of
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the items in DB′.

Initializing the data store. pancake transforms a plaintext data store DB =

{(ki, vi)} with n KV pairs into a data store DB′ with n′ ≥ n encrypted KV pairs.

At the same time, pancake transforms accesses distributed according to π over

the keys of DB to a sequence of uniform accesses over the encrypted keys of DB′.

To distinguish between plaintext keys and encrypted ones, we refer to the latter as

labels. pancake use an estimate π̂ of π. During initialization, π̂ can be assumed

to be uniform, and the techniques from §4.5 can later be used to transition to a

more accurate estimate. Alternatively, in many settings one will provide a warm

start by initializing pancake with a π̂ learned from performance or other logs.

In generating DB′, we use selective replication to add replicas to DB′ for

keys accessed frequently according to π̂. If we set a threshold α, then for each

(k, v) ∈ DB we generate R(k, π̂, α) = dπ̂(k)/αe replicas: key-value pairs ((k, j), v)

where j ranges over 1 to R(k, π̂, α). When π̂ and α are clear from context, we will

omit them and simply write R(k).

Each replica (k, i) is then protected by applying a secretly keyed pseudo-

random function F (e.g., HMAC) to the replica identifier to generate a label

F (k, i). We apply authenticated encryption E to the value. Thus ultimately

DB′ = {(F (ki, j), E(vi)} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and where 1 ≤ j ≤ R(ki) for each i. For

simplicity, we have omitted in our notation the two required cryptographic secret

keys, and that we cryptographically bind labels and value ciphertexts together by

using the label as associated data with E. A straightforward calculation shows

that for any π̂ and α, n′ ≤ n+ 1/α.

The second initialization task is to compute a fake distribution πf over replicas.
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Here we adapt a technique from Mavroforakis et al. [86]. In particular we pick a

constant 0 < δ ≤ 1 (this choice is explained in more detail below) and then craft

πf so that the probability p(k, j) of accessing any replica (k, j) is: (1) equal to 1/n′

and (2) a convex combination of the probability of truly accessing a replica and

performing a fake access. Namely we ensure that

p(k, j) = δ · π̂(k)

R(k)
+ (1− δ) · πf (k, j) =

1

n′
. (4.1)

This corresponds to the following randomized process. Flip a δ-biased coin. If it

comes up heads, randomly choose a replica for some real query drawn according

to π; otherwise, choose a replica to access according to the fake distribution πf .

The constant δ must be chosen so that δ ≤ R(k)/(n′ · π̂(k)) for every key k;

otherwise, it may not be possible to assign valid (non-negative) probability πf (k, j)

to satisfy Equation 4.1 for some key k. We use δ = 1/(n′α), which is always valid.

Note that δ corresponds to the proportion of real queries: if α is set too high,

then most queries would be fake. At the same time, since n′ ≤ 1/α+ n, setting α

too low would cause DB′ to grow too large. We set α = 1/n since it corresponds

to a sweet spot: n′ ≤ 2n, i.e., DB′ is at most twice as large as DB, and δ ≥ 1/2,

i.e., at least half the queries are real.

Dummy replicas. We note that the approach outlined above would result in

a different number of total replicas for different distributions (although upper-

bounded by 2n), which leaks information about the distribution. To avoid this

leak, pancake preemptively initializes DB′ with enough dummy replicas so that

the total number of replicas is always 2n.

Dummy replicas are KV pairs (F (D, j), E(D)), for j = 1, . . . , 2n − n′ (n′ is
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Init(π̂, DB,α):

n← |DB|
DB′ ← ∅
n′ ← 0
For (k, v) ∈ DB:
R(k)← dπ̂(k)/αe
For j ∈ [1, . . . , R(k)]:

πf (k, j)← α−π̂(k)/R(k)
2nα−1

DB′
∪← {(F (k, j), E(v))}

n′ ← n′ +R(k)
For j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n− n′}:
πf (D, j)← α

2nα−1
DB′

∪← {(F (D, j), E(D))}
δ ← 1

2nα

Return DB′, πf , R, δ

Batch(k):

j←$ {1, . . . , R(k)}
AddToQueue(k, j)
For i = 1 to B:
qtype ←δ {0, 1}
If qtype = 0:

(ki, ji)←$ πf
Else:

If QueueNotEmpty:
(ki, ji)← Dequeue()

Else:
ki←$ π̂
ji←$ {1, . . . , R(ki)}

`← {F (k1, j1), . . . , F (kB , jB)}
Return `

Figure 4.2: pancake’s initialization and batch access algorithms for a plaintext
data store DB, distribution estimate π̂, and threshold α.

the number of “real” replicas for π̂), where the dummy key D is unique and does

not exist in the original set of keys. Dummy replicas are accessed only with fake

accesses; therefore, π̂(D) = 0 and the fake access probability is πf (D) = α/(2nα−

1) (derived from Eq. 4.1). Note that since the total number of replicas is now 2n,

the proportion of real queries δ = 1/(2nα) = 1/2 for α = 1/n.

A pseudocode description of pancake’s initialization (including dummy repli-

cas) appears in Figure 4.2.

Query execution. Intuitively, we will follow the randomized process associated

to Equation 4.1 to mix fake and real accesses. To increase the probability that

a client’s real access is handled right away, pancake in fact sends a small batch

of accesses to DB′ for each client request. In particular, when a client submits

an access request for key k ∈ DB, pancake runs the Batch algorithm shown in

Figure 4.2. It randomly chooses a replica j of k, adds (k, j) to the query queue, and

prepares a batch of B accesses to DB′. By default we set B = 3 (we will justify

our choice in §4.4.4). For each of these accesses, it samples a bit qtype according
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to δ that determines whether the access is real (heads) or fake (tails). For each

qtype that comes up heads (real) in the batch we attempt to send a value from the

query queue. If the query queue is empty, then the client simulates a real access by

sampling a key from π̂ itself (denoted k←$ π̂) and choosing a replica at random.

For each fake access, the client samples a replica according to πf . The resulting

batch of replicas have the pseudorandom function F applied before being sent to

the server. Note that Batch imposes bandwidth overhead exactly B× over a KV

store that just uses encryption and leaks access patterns.

Note that the batching done in the pancake proxy does not require all queries

in the batch to be sent to the same shard/server; the batching is completely in-

dependent of the sharding mechanism used on the server and queries in the batch

are independently forwarded to respective shards. Upon retrieving the associated

values, pancake decrypts the ones requested by clients and returns them.

It is critical that pancake only sends a single batch for each client request.

If instead the proxy sent batches until the query queue was empty, frequency

information about which keys clients access would leak. For example, if one uses

B = 1 and kept submitting until the queue is empty, then the final access to DB′

must be a client request. Thus pancake defers handling a query until a later

batch if necessary, increasing latency. We show experimentally that for most loads

this latency increase is acceptably low (§4.6.3). In practice pancake can vary

B as a function of load: decrease B at high load (to lower bandwidth overhead)

and increase B at low load (to lower latency). Such changes to B do not reveal

anything new to an adversary, who can anyway estimate aggregate load.
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Supporting writes. pancake handles updates (writes) to keys in DB by bor-

rowing a standard technique from the ORAM literature [50]: treat each access as a

read followed by a write. After the client receives the B encrypted values from the

server corresponding to the batch, it decrypts, possibly updates, then re-encrypts

the values and sends them back to the server. Each access therefore consists of a

fixed-size batch of reads followed by a fixed-size batch of writes to the same labels.

When a key has multiple replicas and its value is updated, the client adds it to

the UpdateCache to track which of its replicas still need to be updated (updating

all replicas at once leaks information). pancake consults the UpdateCache every

time it does a writeback to ensure all updates propagate. Once all of a key’s repli-

cas have been updated, its entry is removed from the cache. Note that pancake

can use any access (fake or real) to opportunistically propagate updates.

4.4.3 Security Analysis

Intuitively, pancake security stems from the following three points. (1) The cryp-

tographic security of F as a pseudorandom function and E as a (randomized) au-

thenticated encryption scheme. This ensures that the keys F (k, j) appear random

and that nothing leaks about values. (2) Assuming client requests are distributed

according to π and that our estimate π̂ of π is sufficiently good, each individual

access is uniformly distributed over DB′ by Equation 4.1. (3) Fake and real queries

cannot be distinguished by the server (i.e., none of the coin tosses qtype can be in-

ferred). The third point requires that the number and timing of accesses observed

by the server be independent of the coin tosses. We do not attempt to hide the

time at which an access is made by a client, but the timing should be independent

of which key a client requests and which accesses are fake or real — thus, similar
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to ORAM designs [13], pancake implementations must be constant-time.

Formal analysis. To provide a formal analysis, we introduce a security definition

called real-versus-random indistinguishability under chosen distribution attack or

ROR-CDA. A formal game-based definition of ROR-CDA is given in Appendix 4.8.

Briefly, in the real world the adversary is given pancake’s encryption of the KV

store DB′ and a transcript τ generated by running Batch on Q samples from

π (where Batch uses π̂). In the ideal world, the adversary is given a database

consisting of random bit strings and a transcript ofQ·B uniformly random accesses.

Achieving this security goal rules out attacks based on access pattern leakage.

Take frequency analysis as an example. If ROR-CDA holds, the frequency with

which any label is accessed is independent of the label itself. Thus, frequency

analysis and any other attacks which rely on computing the most likely access will

fail — all accesses are equally likely, so it is impossible to do better than baseline

guessing.

The following theorem establishes the ROR-CDA security of pancake. The

theorem reduces to the pseudorandom function security [49] of F , the real-versus-

random indistinguishability [123] of E, and to the computational indistinguisha-

bility of π and π̂.

Theorem 8. Let Q ≥ 0 and Q = Q ·B. Let π, π̂ be distributions. For any Q-query

ROR-CDA adversary A against pancake we give adversaries B, C,D such that

Advror-cda
pancake(A) ≤ Advprf

F (B) + Advror
E (C) + Advdist

Q,π,π̂(D)

where F and E are the PRF and AE scheme used by pancake. Adversaries

B, C,D each use Q queries and run in time that of A plus a small overhead linear

in Q.
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Discussion. Details of our formal analysis, including the proof of Theorem 8,

are presented in Appendix 4.8. Here we make some salient observations.

Our theorem is “parameterized” by Q, π, π̂. It applies to any distribution

π, and provides security up to the ability to accurately estimate it. In the best

case, estimation is perfect, π̂ = π, and Theorem 8 is optimal in the sense that

the only way to break pancake is to break one of the underlying cryptographic

tools. Even if our estimate is not perfect, it just needs to be good enough to

be indistinguishable from the real distribution for a limited number of samples.

While there exist distributions that are hard to estimate [67, 11, 128], real-world

ones with heavy skew allow for sufficiently good estimation.

Our security model is highly pessimistic in that we assume the adversary has

perfect knowledge of π. In reality they will not, and so we expect that in practice

pancake will provide even greater security than what our theory suggests.

4.4.4 Performance Analysis

pancake incurs a bandwidth overhead of B×, the size of each batch. With α =

1/n, the server stores 2n replicas (including dummy replicas), so the server storage

overhead is 2×. Note that pancake bandwidth and server storage overheads are

independent of the underlying data access distributions.

pancake proxy storage and query latency overheads are related to query queue

length, which itself is a function of batch size B. Experimentally, we observe a

near-zero queue length for B ≥ 3 (§4.6.3). This is supported by results in queuing

theory: if we model the number of query arrivals per unit time as Poisson with

mean λ, with δ = 1/2 the number of departures per unit time with our scheme is
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also Poisson with mean λ ·B/2. Thus, our queue is well-modeled as M/M/1 with

ρ = λ/(λ · B/2) = 2/B. Applying standard results on steady-state behavior of

such queues [31], as the number of queries goes to infinity, Pr [ i queries in queue ] =

(1 − 2
B

)( 2
B

)i. Thus the probability that a query waits for i queries ahead of it in

the queue is exponentially vanishing in i.

The size of pancake’s UpdateCache depends on the query distribution, the

threshold α, and the fraction of write queries. A loose bound on UpdateCache size

is the number of keys with access probability greater than α. Intuitively, a patho-

logical worst-case could occur when n − 1 out of n keys have access probability

slightly higher than 1/n; in this case, each of the n− 1 keys would have 2 replicas,

and UpdateCache size could grow to O(n) with very high write rates. We delegate

a formal analysis of the worst-case UpdateCache size for specific distributions to

future work, but note that our evaluation demonstrates that, for standard bench-

mark workloads comprising skewed distributions, the UpdateCache size turns out

to be a small fraction (< 5%) of the dataset size (§4.6.3).

4.5 Handling Dynamic Distributions

In the previous section, we showed how pancake transforms any static distribution

of key-value accesses into a uniformly-distributed one. For some applications, how-

ever, distributions will change over time. We now describe how pancake adapts

to changes in the query distribution. We start by describing the core dynamic

adaptation technique in pancake under the assumption that changes in distri-

bution can be detected instantaneously (§4.5.1), prove pancake security under

this assumption (§4.5.2), and, finally, discuss some pragmatic issues of detecting
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Figure 4.3: Frequency smoothing for dynamic distributions. (a) Smoothing for
original distribution (π̂) over replicas in DB′ using fake distribution πf . With π̂, each
of keys a, b, c has one replica, and the dummy key D has 3 replicas. (b) Detection
of new distribution (π̂′) over keys triggers replica swapping. During replica swapping,
distribution over replicas in DB′ is smoothed using an adjusted fake distribution π̃′f : all
real accesses to a are directed to (a, 1), and the real access probability is decreased until
(D, 3) and (a, 2) are swapped. (c) Smoothing for new distribution (π̂′) using new fake
distribution π′f , after replica swapping completes. Key a gains a replica, while D loses a
replica.

changes in the underlying distribution (§4.5.3).

4.5.1 Adapting to Changes in Distribution

Once the new query distribution estimate π̂′ is identified, pancake must adapt

to π̂′ by smoothing it. We note that if all keys need the same number of replicas

with π̂′ as they need with π̂, pancake easily adapts to π̂′ by recomputing the

fake query distribution πf as per Equation 4.1. However, when a key’s probability

π̂′(k) increases so much that π̂′(k) ≥ R(k, π̂, α) · α, then pancake must change

its number of replicas. Figure 4.3 shows an example for frequency smoothing of π̂

and π̂′; note that while key a gains a replica, the dummy key D loses one.

Adapting to changes in the query distribution while preserving both efficiency

and security is challenging. One approach is downloading the entire database and

re-running Init from Figure 4.2 with fresh keys. This is secure but prohibitively

bandwidth-intensive, and queries cannot be serviced during reinitialization. One
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could instead act only on the replicas for keys whose probabilities have changed;

this is insecure since accesses are non-uniform during the change. In Figure 4.3,

if we only download a, add a new replica for it and delete one for D, then an

adversary can infer that a grew in popularity.

Our solution builds on the latter approach, ensuring efficiency and security us-

ing an online replica swapping mechanism described next. To make replica swap-

ping performant and secure, it must work in conjunction with two other techniques:

adjusting the fake query distribution and caching replicas at the proxy.

Replica swapping. Our key insight in adapting to change in query distributions

is that since the total number of replicas for any distribution is always exactly

2n (including dummy replicas), a transition from π̂ to π̂′ ensures that for each

key ki that gains a replica, there must be another key kj that loses a replica.

Therefore, handling changes in query distributions simply requires, for all such

keys, reading kj’s value and writing it to one of kj’s replicas, a process we refer

to as replica swapping. pancake performs these swaps without revealing any

information about the change by piggybacking the replica swaps atop normal client

accesses. Maintaining uniform accesses during replica swapping requires changes

to the Batch procedure and the fake access distribution as described in §4.4; we

describe these changes next.

During replica swapping, the modified Batch uses two lists: G and L. G is the

set of replicas that need to be created and L is the set of replicas that need to be

removed. Formally, if S is the set of keys that must gain replicas, T is the set of
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keys that must lose replicas, and R(k, π̂′, α) = dπ̂′(k)/αe, then,

G = {(k, j) | k ∈ S, j ∈ [R(k, π̂, α) + 1, . . . , R(k, π̂′, α)]}

L = {(k, j) | k ∈ T, j ∈ [R(k, π̂′, α) + 1, . . . , R(k, π̂, α)]}

A pseudocode procedure for generating these lists from π̂ and π̂′ is given in Fig-

ure 4.17 in Section 4.12, along with a description of the modified Batch. It is

not hard to see that |G| = |L| always (since |S| = |T |), and that swapping each

replica in L for one in G results in all keys having the right number of replicas

under π̂′. This swapping is done opportunistically by Batch: when a replica in L is

read in a batch, either by a real or a fake query, its value is updated to the value

associated with a replica in G during the writeback. For security reasons, PRF

labels for replicas in G are not changed. Instead, pancake maintains a mapping

between the label of replicas in L and the replica in G it will be swapped with. On

subsequent queries during the transition, Batch consults the mapping for the right

labels. This metadata can be deleted after periodic rotation of the cryptographic

keys. We describe key rotation in Section 4.9. When all swaps have occurred, we

switch back to the normal Batch procedure for π̂′.

As a concrete example of replica swapping, consider Figure 4.3. The set G

contains the replica (a, 2), while L contains (D, 3). Note that both G and L could

contain dummy replicas, depending on how the distribution changes. Batch would

swap the replicas for keys a and D on the first access to (D, 3) ∈ L by writing back

an encryption of key a’s value (because (a, 2) ∈ G) instead of a re-encryption of

the dummy value D. To enable this, pancake would maintain a mapping that

indicates the label of (a, 2) is F (D, 3).
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Adjustments to fake access distribution. Two more modifications are

needed during the transition. First, we must use a different fake access distri-

bution to ensure that reads to keys that have gained replicas always succeed. To

see why this is necessary, consider again the example in Figure 4.3. If a query tries

to read key a by accessing replica (a, 2) before the value of (D, 3) is changed, the

read will return D’s value instead of a’s. Thus replica (a, 1) must be read, but

forcing this makes (a, 1)’s probability too high, violating security.

pancake handles this by temporarily increasing the threshold α to α′ =

maxk{π′(k)/R(k, π̂, α)}, and using a temporary fake access distribution π̃′f to sat-

isfy Equation 4.1 with α′. For each (k, j) ∈ G, we set π̃′f (k, j) = α′

2nα′−1
, and

k’s existing replicas have π̃′f = α′−π̂′(k)/R(k,π̂,α)
2nα′−1

. For other keys, π̃′f (k, j) is set to

α′−π̂′(k)/R(k,π̂′,α)
2nα′−1

.

Since α′ ≥ α, the real access probability δ = 1/2nα′ is lower during replica

swapping. As such, this may lead to some real queries being delayed to later

batches. This may increase latency for some queries during replica swapping, but

we show in §4.6.2 that replica swapping completes in a few minutes even for drastic

changes in the distribution.

Replica caching. pancake computes the mapping between each label in L and

the replica in G it will be swapped with when the distribution change is detected.

However, the actual values of replicas in G must be propagated to those in L during

subsequent accesses to them. Without any additional mechanism, reads to keys

with replicas in G may access incorrect values. To ensure correctness, when a

replica in G is read during Batch, its value is cached at the proxy. This value is

then propagated to the replica in L when it is next accessed, while the actual read
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is served from the cache.

Insertion and deletion of keys. We have assumed so far that the support size

is fixed; interestingly, the replica swapping procedure can support changes in the

set of keys. This can be viewed as a distribution change where supp(π̂′) 6= supp(π̂).

As long as pancake is initialized with enough replicas to handle the maximum

support size, new keys can be inserted by swapping a dummy replica for the new

key, and vice versa for deletion. Some additional metadata is needed, but similar

to the PRF label mapping it can be deleted as soon as cryptographic keys are

rotated (see Section 4.9).

4.5.2 Security Analysis

We prove that pancake’s accesses remain uniform even for time-varying distribu-

tions, under the assumption that changes in distributions can be detected instanta-

neously. We formalize our goal as a generalization of the static ROR-CDA security

notion. We call this new notion “real-or-random security under chosen dynamic

distribution attack”, or ROR-CDDA. It is similar to its static analogue except that

it uses two distributions π and π′: after an adversarially chosen number of queries

the distribution changes from π to π′. We let Advror-cdda(A) be the ROR-CDDA

advantage of an adversary A. It captures the ability of A to distinguish be-

tween a real pancake execution during a distribution change (ROR-CDDA1) and

uniformly random accesses (ROR-CDDA0). The following theorem captures the

ROR-CDDA security of pancake.

Theorem 9. Let Q ≥ 0 and Q = Q·B. Let π, π′, π̂, π̂′ be distributions. For any Q-

query ROR-CDDA adversary A against pancake we give adversaries B, C,D1,D2
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such that

Advror-cdda
pancake(A) ≤ Advprf

F (B) + Advror
E (C)

+ Advdist
Q,π,π̂(D1) + Advdist

Q,π′,π̂′(D2)

where F and E are the PRF and AE scheme used by pancake. Adversaries

B, C,D1,D2 each use at most Q queries and run in time that of A plus a small

overhead linear in Q.

Discussion Full details of the definitions and a proof of Theorem 9 appear in

Appendix 4.8. We discuss here only one salient point regarding ROR-CDDA.

ROR-CDDA models the shift from π to π′ as happening and being detected in-

stantaneously. This may not be realistic in some cases, even with state-of-the-art

techniques in detecting distribution changes (as used in pancake, discussed in

next subsection). Thus, we cannot rule out the case where pancake processes

queries from π′ before the change is detected (treating them like samples from π̂).

The distribution of these queries would be non-uniform, with bias related to the

difference between π and π′. If the adversary knows the bias, using it in an at-

tack would be possible but challenging—indeed, we are not aware of any published

attacks that even consider the possibility of distribution changes.

4.5.3 Detecting Changes in Query Distribution

Detecting distribution changes using statistical tests is a well studied prob-

lem [75, 133, 145, 72]. While it is possible to have pancake receive external

signals (e.g., from an analyst) when the distribution changes, our implementa-

tion incorporates the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test [75, 133], a stan-

dard statistical tool, to detect such changes automatically. Specifically, recall that
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pancake maintains a histogram H of observed accesses to maintain an estimate

π̂ for distribution π. In order to track changes to the distribution, pancake ad-

ditionally maintains a running histogram Hrunning over a sliding window of the

w latest accesses at the proxy. pancake then uses KS test to determine when

the underlying distribution corresponding to Hrunning differs from π̂. If the test

indicates a change, pancake uses the current Hrunning snapshot to inform the

estimate π̂′ for the new distribution π′.

Detecting changes in distributions, and responding to these changes involves

balancing security and efficiency. If the test is too sensitive the system will waste

resources adjusting to spurious changes; on the other hand, as discussed above,

an insensitive test could leak information about queries. While it is possible to

use other statistical tests [145], or an ensemble of tests to navigate this trade-

off between performance and security, no statistical test is perfect. We present

several evaluation results related to detecting and adapting to changes in query

distribution, along with sensitivity analysis, in §4.6.2.

4.6 Evaluation

We now evaluate pancake across a wide variety of scenarios, including main-

memory and secondary storage-based data stores, static and dynamic distributions,

deployment settings and workloads. We start by briefly describing the evaluation

methodology, followed by detailed discussion of our results.

Compared approaches We compare pancake against two approaches: (1)

an insecure baseline that provides no security guarantees, and (2) non-recursive
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Figure 4.4: Performance for in-memory server storage (Redis). (a, b) pancake’s
throughput is over 220× higher than PathORAM and within ∼6.8 – 7.6× of the insecure
baseline for a single-threaded proxy; note that the y-axis is in log-scale. (c, d) With
multiple proxy threads, pancake’s peak throughput is within 3.4 – 6.3× and latency
within 2.3 – 2.6× of the insecure baseline.

PathORAM [138] (with Z = 4), a state-of-the-art ORAM. The former serves as

an upper bound on pancake performance, since it corresponds to a data store

with no security overheads. The latter, on the other hand, is the state-of-the-art

design that provides security under our model (as well as under stronger models

where an adversary can actively inject its own queries). As discussed earlier,

our comparison against the latter should be interpreted as highlighting the huge

efficiency gap between countermeasures in the two threat models. We use batch

size B = 3 for pancake’s Batch algorithm.

We compare these approaches using two representative storage backends: an in-

memory KV store Redis [120], and a persistent SSD-based KV store RocksDB [122].

Our PathORAM deployment used an open-source implementation [127, 27]. For

PathORAM and pancake, client queries are forwarded to the data store via a
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proxy server; for the insecure baseline, client queries are forwarded to the backend

storage server without any intermediary proxy.

The PathORAM implementation used in our evaluation [127, 27] is single-

threaded. TaoStore [124] and ConcurORAM [26] implement multi-threaded

PathORAM; we omit results for them since they employ specialized storage back-

ends adapted for ORAMs, eschewing fair comparison with backends we investigate.

We note, however, that the performance reported in [124, 26] is at least an order

of magnitude lower than pancake even with specialized storage backends.

Experimental setup Our experiments run on Amazon EC2. The storage back-

end runs on a single t3.2xlarge instance with 8 vCPUs, 32GB RAM, and 1Gbps

network and disk bandwidth. We use 1Gbps links and proxy/client machines with

sufficient resources (r4.8xlarge instances with 32 vCPUs, 244GB RAM, 10Gbps

network bandwidth) to highlight the impact of network bandwidth as a bottle-

neck.

Dataset and workloads We use the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark

(YCSB) [32], a standard benchmark for KV stores, to generate the datasets and

workloads. The dataset contains 220 KV pairs, with 8B keys and 1KB values. We

confine our dataset size to 1GB since PathORAM has prohibitively large initial-

ization times (> 24 hours) and storage overheads (> 10×) with larger datasets,

while pancake performance is essentially independent of dataset size.

We evaluate system throughput and latency using two YCSB workloads: Work-

load A (50% reads, 50% writes) and C (100% reads). These workloads represent

two extremes in read-write proportions; other YCSB workloads either have in-
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Figure 4.5: Performance for SSD-based server storage (RocksDB). (a, b) pan-
cake’s throughput is 17.3× higher than PathORAM and within ∼10.7 – 11.3× of the
insecure baseline for a single-threaded proxy; note that the y-axis is in log scale for (a).
(c, d) Using multiple proxy threads, pancake’s peak throughput is within 3.3 – 5.3×
and average latency within 2 – 2.4× of the insecure baseline.
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Figure 4.6: Handling dynamic distributions. (a, b) pancake detects larger dis-
tribution changes in fewer queries, relative to smaller changes. (c) pancake can adapt
from a skewed to uniform distribution with UpdateCache size < .05% of server storage
over evaluated workloads.

termediate read-write proportions (e.g., Workload B, D) or contain queries not

supported by pancake (e.g., Workload E). YCSB uses a Zipf distribution over

key accesses (with skewness parameter = 0.99, i.e., very skewed), which is repre-

sentative of access patterns in real-world deployments [32].
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4.6.1 Performance for Static Distributions

We first compare the performance for different approaches with various storage

backends under static query distributions.

In-memory server storage (Redis, Figure 4.4) With a single proxy thread,

pancake and PathORAM performance is bottlenecked by the proxy. For this

evaluation setting, PathORAM achieves throughput ∼1600× lower compared to

the insecure baseline. This is because PathORAM issues 160 storage backend

requests (= Z log2N , Z = 4, N = 220) for every client request, along with complex

tree and stash management.

pancake achieves significantly better throughput (as much as 229× bet-

ter) compared to PathORAM. In comparison to the insecure baseline, pancake

average latency is within 2.3 – 2.6× and throughput is within 6.8 – 7.6× (Fig-

ure 4.4(a), 4.4(b)). This is a cumulative effect of three factors: (1) 3× band-

width overhead due to batch size B = 3, (2) 2× overhead since each request

generates a read and a write request in pancake, and (3) overheads due to en-

cryption/decryption. Our evaluation confirms that adding encryption/decryption

to the insecure baseline brings pancake’s relative throughput overhead to 6×.

We note that pancake’s 99th percentile latency (not shown in graphs) is rela-

tively higher (within 4.1 – 5.6× the insecure baseline) due to queueing delays from

pancake’s Batch algorithm. We note that if reducing tail latency were the goal,

one can achieve that at the cost of higher bandwidth overheads by increasing B

(§4.6.3).

With multiple proxy threads, pancake peak throughput is within 3.4× of

baseline for the read-only workload (YCSB Workload C) — a factor of 2 better
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than the single proxy thread. This reduction in relative overhead is due to the

shift in performance bottleneck to the network bandwidth in the multi-threaded

setting. We note that all network links are full-duplex. As such, although every

read request generates a read and a write request in pancake, write requests

saturate the network bandwidth to the server, while read responses saturate the

bandwidth from the server, i.e., reads and writes saturate different directions of

the link. In contrast, the read-only workload for the insecure baseline is only

able to saturate one direction of the link. For the 50% read, 50% write workload

(YCSB Workload A), pancake’s throughput remains the same, while baseline

throughput increases by ∼1.8×, since the baseline can now also exploit full-duplex

links. The throughput versus latency variation (Figure 4.4(d)) shows that the

throughput reported in Figure 4.4(c) corresponds to the knee point in the curve

(i.e., the sweet spot for latency and throughput) for both the insecure baseline and

pancake.

SSD-based server storage (RocksDB, Figure 4.5) With RocksDB, PathO-

RAM achieves throughput ∼196× worse than the insecure baseline. Compared

to the in-memory case, the slight improvement relative to the insecure baseline is

due to PathORAM overheads overlapping with higher overheads of accessing data

off SSD. As such, the proxy overheads account for a smaller fraction of the end-

to-end performance. pancake’s performance is ∼17.3× better than PathORAM

and within ∼11.3× of the baseline.

With multiple proxy threads, pancake peak throughput is within 3.3× of

the insecure baseline for read-only workload and within 5.3× for the 50% read,

50% write workload similar to the in-memory case. Figure 4.5(d) confirms that

throughput in Figure 4.5(c) corresponds to the performance knee-point.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Due to asymmetric and unpredictable available download and upload
speeds over the Internet, both the insecure baseline and pancake observe reduced
throughput (0.65 – 0.85×) for the WAN setting when compared to the cloud setting.
(b, c) UpdateCache size increases with write rate for a fixed Zipf distribution (skewness
= 0.99) and decreases as skew increases for a fixed write-rate (50%), but remains well
below 10% of server storage for all evaluated workloads.

Storage overheads pancake’s server storage requirements are ∼4× lower than

the non-recursive PathORAM implementation that we use (= 2 ·Z ·N , for Z = 4)

and within 2× of the insecure baseline, consistent with the theoretical storage

overheads for both approaches. pancake’s proxy storage requirement is a small

fraction of the total storage footprint (∼1%), similar to PathORAM (∼0.33%) for

all evaluated workloads. pancake proxy storage overheads due to the Update-

Cache is dependent on write-rates and skew in the distribution; we evaluate these

in §4.6.3.

4.6.2 Adapting to Dynamic Distributions

We evaluate pancake’s ability to detect and adapt to changes in distribution in

isolation (i.e., without the effect of writes) using YCSB Workload-C (read-only).

We present results for the in-memory storage backend. We set the sliding window

size w for the running histogram Hrunning to 10 million queries, and the confidence

interval for the KS test to 95%.
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Detecting distribution change We quantify the cost of detecting distribution

change in terms of the number of queries that must be observed before the change

is detected. Figure 4.6(a) measures this as the skewness for the Zipf distribution is

varied; as expected, the test detects larger changes in distribution (e.g., skewness

drop from 0.99 to 0.0) in fewer queries, relative to much smaller changes (e.g.,

skewness drop from 0.99 to 0.9). This is consistent with the KS test’s sensitivity.

In Figure 4.6(b), we shift the Zipf key popularities by κ, i.e., the most popular

key becomes the κth most popular key, the second most popular key becomes the

(κ+ 1)th most popular, and so on, while the κ least popular keys become the most

popular keys. This models changes in real-world access patterns where some items

can suddenly become more popular [6]. Again, we observe that larger changes in

distribution (e.g., shift by κ = 256) is detected in fewer queries (e.g., a few hundred

thousand) than smaller changes (e.g., shift by κ = 1, which may require millions

of queries).

The results for both settings show that pancake’s mechanism for detecting

changes in distribution works well in practice, e.g., at 100K queries per second,

pancake can detect changes in 1 – 2 seconds.

Adapting to distribution change We evaluate pancake overheads in adapt-

ing to dynamic distributions when the underlying distribution changes. In partic-

ular, we change the distribution from high skewed (skewness parameter = 0.99) to

smaller skews, with the extreme case of a pure uniform access pattern (skewness

parameter = 0).

Our results show that pancake can adapt to even drastic changes in distribu-

tion (Zipf to pure uniform) in less than ∼ 25 minutes (for updating newly assigned
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replicas across all keys), while using < 0.05% of the server storage at the proxy

(Figure 4.6(c)). This is interesting for two reasons: (1) pancake observes only

a negligible increase in proxy storage during the adaptation period, and (2) the

adaptation occurs in the background, i.e., without stopping query execution, and

in fact piggybacks on the query execution to carry out the adaptation. As such,

higher query rates would lead to even faster adaptation to changes in distribution.

4.6.3 Performance Sensitivity to Parameters

We now analyze the sensitivity of pancake’s performance and storage overheads

to various parameters. We highlight differences in our experimental setup wherever

necessary.

Effect of proxy location (Figure 4.7(a)) We measure the impact of proxy

location relative to the storage server by placing the proxy in a university network,

connected to the cloud storage via the Internet. The proxy server has a 16-core

2.60GHz Intel Xeon CPU, 128GB RAM and 1Gbps access link to the Internet.

Figure 4.7(a) measures the throughput for this setup (which we refer to as WAN

proxy) using multiple proxy threads. The throughput for WAN-Proxy is slightly

lower than Cloud-Proxy (Figure 4.4(c)), since the available bandwidth over the

Internet was lower than 1Gbps and often unstable. Moreover, the measured up-

load bandwidth was lower than the download bandwidth over the Internet, which

resulted in slightly lower throughput (∼ 0.65×) for pancake, and the insecure

baseline for Workload A (50% reads, 50% writes).
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Impact of write rates (Figure 4.7(b)) and request distributions (Fig-

ure 4.7(c)) on UpdateCache We quantify the proxy storage overhead due

to UpdateCache by measuring its size for varying fractions of write rates and for

varying skew in underlying distribution across keys. Figure 4.7(b) shows that Up-

dateCache size is well below 10% of the server storage even with 100% writes. For

the more realistic case of lower write rates, the storage overhead is much lower,

e.g., with 20% write rate, the overhead reduces to < 3% of server storage.

While most real-world distributions are heavily skewed [6], the fraction of keys

with > 1 replica in pancake increases with decrease in skew. This can lead

to an increase in UpdateCache size, since pancake caches values for such keys

while propagating writes to their replicas. We evaluate this overhead by measur-

ing UpdateCache size for workloads with different degrees of skew for the YCSB

Workload A (50% read-50% write). Figure 4.7(c) shows that decreasing skewness

from 0.99 to 0.8 increases UpdateCache size from 5% to 9% of server storage, i.e.,

UpdateCache size remains a small fraction of server storage even at low skew.

Effect of batch-size B (Figure 4.8(a)-4.8(b)) Recall from §4.4.4 that, for a

batch size of B, pancake incurs bandwidth overhead of B×; Figure 4.8(a) shows

that when network bandwidth is the bottleneck, pancake throughput degrades

proportionally to the value of B. At the same time, larger B values leads to lower

tail latency, since requests wait in the query queue for fewer batches — while B = 2

leads to an unstable queuing system (Figure 4.8(b)), B > 2 observes little or no

queuing delays. B thus exposes a tradeoff between tail latency and throughput,

where B = 3 provides a sweet spot for both. We do not evaluate latency vs. batch

size since latency is tied to query inter-arrival times. For fixed inter-arrival times,

latency overheads can be extrapolated from Figure 4.8(b).
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Figure 4.8: (a, b) Impact of batch size on pancake throughput and query queue size.
See §4.6.3 for discussion.

4.7 Discussion

pancake is a first step toward designing high-performance data stores that are

secure against access pattern attacks by passive persistent adversaries. In this

section, we discuss several possible avenues for future research.

Correlated accesses Our security analysis for pancake relies on the assump-

tion that queries are independent; in some application contexts, queries can be

correlated. To the best of our knowledge, frequency analysis for correlated queries

has not been explored. We present some preliminary results in the full version [53];

specifically, we show that security in a variant of ROR-CDA that allows arbitrary

correlations is equivalent to ORAM security, and must therefore suffer from the

same lower bounds on ORAM efficiency. However, this result relies on the ad-

versary being able to construct very specific and artificial query correlations. We

believe that we need new technical tools to explore access patterns attacks under

realistic query correlations.

Stronger adversaries pancake targets a security model where the attacker

does not tamper with data or do rollback attacks. pancake’s use of authenticated
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encryption means tampering is detectable, and preventing rollbacks is possible via

authenticated operation counters. However, unlike ORAM, pancake does not

provide security against adversaries that can inject their own queries [24, 146].

We discuss how such chosen-query attacks could work on pancake, and how it

mitigates such attacks to some extent in Section 4.10.

Informally, we show that pancake does no worse than other efficient schemes

against such attacks.

Dynamic distributions For the case of dynamic distribution, pancake’s secu-

rity is proven under the assumption that changes in distribution happen instanta-

neously and can be detected instantaneously. While our evaluation suggests that

pancake can detect changes in distribution within a few seconds, it would be nice

to generalize our analysis to capture more gradual changes in distribution.

Improved proxy implementation The current pancake implementation uses

a stateful proxy that stores distributions (π̂, πf ), key→replica counts, and pend-

ing writes in the UpdateCache. It would be interesting to explore implementations

that allow the proxy to be more scalable (e.g., using a distributed proxy imple-

mentation) and fault tolerant (e.g., using techniques similar to [33]).

Variable-sized values Similar to existing ORAM designs, to avoid attacks

based on length leakage, current pancake design assumes that values stored in the

data store are fixed-size or have been padded to a fixed maximum length. While

this is useful for many applications (e.g., values have fixed size when storing tweets,

and storage systems like DynamoDB have upper bounds on value sizes), forcing
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values to be padded can cause prohibitive space overheads if there is a large dif-

ference between the largest and smallest values. It would be interesting to extend

pancake design to avoid storage overheads while protecting against attacks based

on length leakage.

Hiding access patterns in cache-based systems Many real-world systems

execute queries on SSD-based storage with in-memory cache (e.g., MySQL server

with memcached as a cache [97]). The problem of hiding access pattern seems to be

at odds with achieving high performance in such deployment settings — intuitively,

for workloads with skewed access patterns, it is possible to achieve performance

gains by serving popular keys from the faster cache [147] at the cost of leaking that

keys in cache are accessed more frequently than those not in cache. Hiding access

patterns requires all keys to be accessed uniformly thus invalidating the benefits of

a cache without any additional mechanism. Our preliminary evaluation, presented

in the full version [53], shows that depending on the distribution and available

cache size, existing systems including pancake can observe as much as an order-

of-magnitude throughput degradation compared to the insecure baseline that can

effectively exploit the benefits of cache. It would be interesting to explore tech-

niques that avoid such performance degradation while providing security against

access pattern attacks.

4.8 Security Proofs

In this appendix, we give some technical preliminaries and then prove Theorems 8

and 9.
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Technical preliminaries. Throughout, we will use the concrete security ap-

proach [10]. For a (keyed) function F : K × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}m and adversary A,

we define the pseudorandom function (PRF) advantage relative to two games. In

game PRF1, A has access to an oracle that accepts inputs from {0, 1}∗ and outputs

the PRF value on that point and a uniformly random key (which is the same for

all queries). In game PRF0, A’s oracle is a (lazy-sampled) random function from

{0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}m. We define A’s PRF advantage to be

Advprf
F (A) =

∣∣Pr
[

PRF1A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
PRF0A ⇒ 1

]∣∣
where the probability is taken over the random choice of key (in PRF1) or lazy-

sampled random function (in PRF0) and the adversary’s internal random coins.

Below, we will leave implicit the coin spaces involved in probabilities.

An authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD) scheme E =

(KeyGen,Enc,Dec) is a triple of algorithms. The function E.KeyGen takes no inputs

and outputs elements of K. The function E.Enc takes a key from K, a plaintext

fromM, (optionally) some associated data from A, and outputs ciphertexts in C.

The function E.Dec takes a key from K, a ciphertext from C, (optionally) some

associated data from A, and outputs a plaintext in M or ⊥.

We additionally require AEAD schemes to have a function len which takes a

positive integer ` representing a plaintext length and outputs the length of any

ciphertext of a plaintext of length `. Essentially, the length of any plaintext’s

ciphertext must be computable given only the plaintext length and nothing else.

Most natural AEAD schemes have this property.

For an AEAD scheme E and adversary A, we define the real-or-random (ROR)

advantage of A against E relative to two games, ROR1 and ROR0. In the first

A has access to an E.Enc oracle with uniformly random key, and in the second
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A’s oracle returns uniformly random bit strings of length len(|m|) where |m| is the

length of the input. We define A’s ROR advantage against E as

Advror
E (A) =

∣∣Pr
[

ROR1A ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
ROR0A ⇒ 1

]∣∣ .
For a distribution π and adversary D that outputs a bit, let DISTDq,π be the

game that samples q times from π, runs D on the resulting outputs, and outputs

D’s output. For two distributions π, π′ with supp(π) = supp(π′), we measure their

Q-sample indistinguishability from an adversary D via the advantage measure

Advdist
Q,π,π′(D) =

∣∣Pr
[

DISTDq,π ⇒ 1
]
− Pr

[
DISTDq,π′

]∣∣ .
This just captures the computational indistinguishability of the two distributions,

given Q samples from them.

Frequency smoothing KV schemes. Recall from §4.4 that pancake has two

algorithms: Init and Batch. To model distribution estimation errors and adjust-

ments made when distributions change (as per §4.5), we extend our formalism

by introducing two further algorithms. More precisely, an encrypted KV scheme

EKV = (Init,Batch) is a pair of algorithms:

• A randomized initialization algorithm Init that takes as input an estimated

distribution π̂, a KV store DB, and a threshold α, and outputs an encrypted

KV store DB′, a fake distribution πf , a function R, and a real query probabil-

ity δ. We denote running this algorithm by (DB′, πf , R, δ)←$ Init(π̂, DB, α).

• A randomized, stateful batch query algorithm Batch that takes as input a

key k, the function R that maps keys to replica counts, and outputs a batch

of B labels. We denote running this algorithm by (`1, . . . , `B)←$ Batch(k).
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Note that to avoid notational clutter we omit from the notation the values

π̂, πf , δ and the state that Batch relies upon.

We have assumed distributions have efficient representations, and abuse notation

by using the same variables π, π̂, πf , etc., as both distributions and their repre-

sentations. For any fixed distribution π, we assume that Init always outputs an

encrypted KV store of a constant size n′. pancake satisfies these assumptions;

its algorithms were described in the body.

Notice that our formalization here only handles read queries. As discussed in

the body, we perform writes by always doing write-backs. Thus, security analysis

can be reduced to the read-only case, greatly simplifying our formalization and

security definitions.

Security for static distributions. We now formalize our ROR-CDA definition

for a fixed scheme EKV = (Init,Batch). We measure the success of an adversary

A in attacking EKV by its ability to distinguish between the games ROR-CDA1

and ROR-CDA0 as defined in Figure 4.9. The game ROR-CDA1 is parameterized

by the number of queries Q, the true distribution π and the estimated distribution

π̂. We also take α as an implicit parameter. The adversary runs and chooses a

plaintext distribution, then Init is executed followed by a sequence of queries drawn

according to π. A transcript of accesses is generated by Batch. The adversary

runs again with input the encrypted database and transcript. The two adversary

executions can share state.

In game ROR-CDA0, the adversary sees a randomly generated encrypted

database and queries chosen uniformly at random. The advantage of A with q
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ROR-CDA1AQ,π,π̂:

DB←$A1

(DB′, πf , δ)←$ Init(π̂, DB,α)
kF ←$K; kAE←$K
For i in 1 to Q:
wi←$ π
`1, . . . , `B ←$ Batch(wi)
For j in 1 to B:
τB [j]← (`j , DB

′[`j ])
τ [i]← τB

b←$A2(DB′, τ)
Return b

ROR-CDA0AQ:

DB←$A1

DB′ ← ∅
For i in 1 to n′:
`i←$ {0, 1}m
vi←$ C
DB′ ← DB′ ∪ {(`i, vi)}

For i in 1 to q:
For j in 1 to B:
`←$ Labels(DB′)
v ← DB′[`]
τB [j]← (`, v)

τ [i]← τB
b←$A2(DB′, τ)
Return b

Figure 4.9: Security game for key value store schemes in the static distribution
case. The threshold α is an implicit parameter of the left game. The procedures
Init and Batch are as defined in Figure 4.2.

queries against EKV is defined as

Advror-cda
EKV (A) = |Pr[ROR-CDA1Aq ⇒ 1]

− Pr[ROR-CDA0Aq ⇒ 1]| .

Next we state a key result, that pancake achieves ROR-CDA security assum-

ing estimation is sufficiently good. In particular this shows optimal security should

π̂ = π.

Theorem 10. Let Q ≥ 0 and Q = Q · B. Let π, π̂ be distributions. For any Q-

query ROR-CDA adversary A against pancake we give adversaries B, C,D such

that

Advror-cda
pancake(A) ≤ Advprf

F (B) + Advror
E (C) + Advdist

Q,π,π̂(D)

where F and E are the PRF and AE scheme used by pancake. Adversaries

B, C,D each use Q queries and run in time that of A plus a small overhead linear

in Q.
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Proof. We prove Theorem 10 using a series of standard cryptographic game tran-

sitions and reductions. We start with the game ROR-CDA1, replacing Init and

Batch with the algorithms used in pancake (see Figure 4.2). Game G1 is the

same as ROR-CDA1 except we replace the PRF F with a truly random function.

The difference between the success of adversary A in these two games can be upper

bounded by the advantage of a PRF adversary B:

∣∣Pr
[

ROR-CDA1Aq ⇒ 1
]
− Pr [G1 ⇒ 1 ]

∣∣ ≤ Advprf
F (B) .

We then move to game G2, which is the same as G1 except we replace the authen-

ticated encryption function E with a random function outputting strings in the

ciphertext space. The difference between the success rate of A in G2 and G1 can

be upper bounded by a real-or-random adversary C against the encryption scheme

E:

|Pr [G1 ⇒ 1 ]− Pr [G2 ⇒ 1 ]| ≤ Advror
E (C) .

Finally we let G3 be the same as G2 except that we replace π̂ with π everywhere.

A straightforward reduction gives that

∣∣Pr
[

ROR-CDA1Aq ⇒ 1
]
− Pr [G1 ⇒ 1 ]

∣∣ ≤ Advdist
Q,π,π̂(D) .

We now come to the core of the argument, that G3 is identically distributed to

ROR-CDA0. In G3 all labels and values are random strings. Further, each of the

accesses is a uniformly random choice from all possible labels.

To see this, observe that each access in a batch is independent and sampled

from π with probability δ or πf with probability 1 − δ. By construction of the

scheme as described in Equation 4.1, the probability of any replica being accessed

is the same. Let τ̂ be a random variable representing the output of Batch on input

a sample from π, and τ̂i be the ith access in the output. Then for all i and any
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replica (k, j)

Pr[τ̂i = (k, j)] = Pr[τ̂i = (k, j) | qtype = 0] · (1− δ)

+ Pr[τ̂i = (k, j) | qtype = 1] · δ

=
α− π(k)

R(k)

n′α− 1
· n
′α− 1

n′α
+
π(k)

R(k)
· 1

n′α
=

1

n′
.

The theorem follows by the independence of the τ̂i, and combining terms.

Security analysis for dynamic distributions. Next we analyze security for

dynamic distributions. First we must extend the formalization of frequency-

smoothing KV schemes from above to account for the extended semantics. Specif-

ically the batch algorithm Batch can now take an optional additional input π̂′,

representing an updated distribution estimate. This signals to Batch that it must

adjust to the new distribution. We denote running Batch as before when given

this additional input by `1, . . . , `B←$ Batch(π̂′, k). Recall that Batch is stateful

and so when it gets a new estimate π̂′, it also has access to the old estimate π̂

as well as other state values. For pancake, the Batch algorithm would use this

information to run MakeReplicaLists and to setup its replica bookkeeping (refer

to Section 4.12 for details).

We now introduce a security definition ROR-CDDA or, real-or-random indis-

tinguishability under chosen-dynamic-distribution attack. Game ROR-CDDA1 is

now parameterized by the query number and four distributions π, π̂, π′, π̂′. The ad-

versary runs and can pick both a plaintext KV store and a change point c ∈ [0, Q].

After the first c queries, keys switch from being sampled according to π to be-

ing sampled according to π′ and Batch is run with the additional input π̂′. The

ROR-CDDA0 is the same as ROR-CDA0 except for the syntactic change that A1

outputs the additional value c. Otherwise the distribution over DB′ (a KV store
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ROR-CDDA1AQ,π,π′,π̂,π̂′ :

(DB, c)←$A1

(DB′, πf , δ)←$ Init(π̂, DB,α)
For i in 1 to c:
wi←$ π
`1, . . . , `B ←$ Batch(wi)
For j in 1 to B:
τB [j]← (`j , DB

′[`j ])
τ [i]← τB

For i in c to Q:
wi←$ π′

`1, . . . , `B ←$ Batch(π̂′, wi)
For j in 1 to B:
τB [j]← (`j , DB

′[`j ])
τ [i]← τB

b←$A2(DB′, τ)
Return b

ROR-CDDA0AQ:

(DB, c)←$A1

n← supp(π)
DB′ ← ∅ ; DB′′ ← ∅
For i in 1 to n′:
`i←$ {0, 1}m
vi←$ C
DB′ ← DB′ ∪ {(`i, vi)}

For i in 1 to Q:
For j in 1 to B:
τB [j]←$ Labels(DB′)

τ [i]← τB
b←$A2(DB′, τ)
Return b

Figure 4.10: Security games for dynamic key value store schemes. The threshold α
is an implicit parameter of the left game.

of uniform bit strings) and τ (qB uniform requests) are the same as before.

The ROR-CDDA advantage of an adversary A against a scheme EKV is defined

as

Advror-cdda
EKV (A) =

∣∣∣Pr
[

ROR-CDDA1AQ,π,π′,π̂,π̂′ ⇒ 1
]

− Pr
[

ROR-CDDA0AQ ⇒ 1
]∣∣∣ .

One could easily extend this definition to handle a longer sequence of changes:

our results extend to this setting as well. We note that the definition also implies

that the transcript of queries is indistinguishable from one that is independent of

the change point, meaning this information is hidden by schemes that meet the

definition.

We now prove the following theorem about the dynamic version of pancake.

Theorem 11. Let Q ≥ 0 and Q = Q · B. Let π, π′, π̂, π̂′ be distributions.

For any Q-query ROR-CDDA adversary A against pancake we give adversaries
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B, C,D1,D2 such that

Advror-cdda
pancake(A) ≤ Advprf

F (B) + Advror
E (C)

+ Advdist
Q,π,π̂(D1) + Advdist

Q,π′,π̂′(D2)

where F and E are the PRF and AE scheme used by pancake. Adversaries

B, C,D1,D2 each use at most Q queries and run in time that of A plus a small

overhead linear in Q.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 8 above, we use game hops to replace

the PRF labels and AE ciphertexts with random strings, and upper-bound the

difference in advantage via the PRF and AE adversaries B and C. We also replace

π̂ with π and π̂′ with π′ in game hops whose difference is upper bounded by the

appropriate reductions to distinguishers D1 and D2. This brings us to a game G

where labels and ciphertexts are random strings, but batches are generated using

Batch with π on input samples from π (before the change) or with π′ on input

samples from π′ (after the change).

We claim that the distribution of accesses in game G is uniformly random, the

same as in ROR-CDDA0. Because the keys accessed in a batch are independent,

it suffices to show a single access of a batch is uniform. Let τ̂i be the ith access of

a batch generated by a query sampled from π′. Let (k, j) be any replica. Then to

compute Pr[τ̂i = (k, j)], there are a few cases. First recall that,

Pr[τ̂i = (k, j)] = Pr[τ̂i = (k, j) | qtype = 0] Pr[qtype = 0]

+ Pr[τ̂i = (k, j) | qtype = 1] Pr[qtype = 1]

where qtype = 0 means a fake query and qtype = 1 means a real query. There are

three possible cases:
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Case 1: k gained replicas and j is one of its existing replicas. Then the RHS

above is equal to:

α′ − π′(k)/R(k)

2nα′ − 1

(
1− 1

2nα′

)
+
π′(k)

R(k)
· 1

2nα′
=

1

2n

Case 2: (k, j) ∈ G. Then,

Pr[τ̂i = (k, j)] =
α′

2nα′ − 1
· 2nα′ − 1

2nα′
=

α′

2nα′
=

1

2n
.

Case 3: (k, j) is either in L or is any other replica. In this case, Pr[τ̂i = (k, j)] =

1/2n follows from Eq. 4.1.

4.9 Key Management

In deployment, the cryptographic keys used for computing PRF labels and en-

crypting/decrypting ciphertexts will be managed by pancake. This allows the

pancake proxy to be transparent to clients: they can interact with pancake

as they would interact with a key-value store. We envision that pancake will

communicate with a hardware security module (HSM) to acquire keys on startup,

instead of storing cryptographic keys itself.

Key rotation. Periodically changing cryptographic keys (usually called key ro-

tation) is necessary in any system that uses cryptography because cryptographic

keys can only be used a limited number of times. It also provides a kind of post-

compromise security, ensuring that a one-time key compromise does not give the

attacker perpetual access to plaintexts.
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In pancake, frequent key rotation is useful for another reason: it allows the

proxy to delete key-dependent metadata more frequently. One such source of

key-dependent metadata is the label map in the replica-swapping procedure for

dynamic distributions described in §4.5. Timely changes to the keys used for the

PRF labels ensures the label map can be deleted soon after replica swapping has

completed.

There are two ways to perform key rotation in pancake. The first is to down-

load the entire database, decrypt everything, and re-run pancake’s Init procedure

with new keys. This is the simplest method but requires queries to cease for a pe-

riod of time while re-encryption takes place. In settings where periodic scheduled

downtime is used for maintenance and patching systems, this method can be used

without interrupting client workflows.

The other way to perform key rotation is to fetch a small number of additional

key-value pairs with each query and re-encrypt and re-upload just those pairs.

Key-value pairs are fetched on a fixed schedule (perhaps in order of PRF label)

to prevent information leakage. This can be viewed as an “incremental” version

of the bulk re-keying method described above. The major benefit of incremental

re-keying is it can be done online. It does have some drawbacks: during re-keying,

pancake must store metadata to track which keys have already been re-keyed

so that subsequent queries fetch the right label. This metadata incurs some space

overhead and makes other operations (like swapping replicas to handle distribution

changes) more complex. Nevertheless, in settings where downtime of any kind is

unacceptable this may be the only way to rotate keys.
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4.10 Active Attacks on pancake

Throughout this paper we have assumed a persistent passive attacker that monitors

honest client queries but does not get to make any queries of its choosing. This

setting is standard in the literature: only two prior works [146, 24] study these

active (chosen-query) attacks, but in a different setting than ours.

The goal of an active attack in our setting is recovering other clients’ queries.

Such attacks could arise against encrypted KV stores if an attacker can convince

an honest client to issue a query on its behalf, and sensitive information is ingested

from public sources and inserted into the data store. One example is given by [59]:

they describe how public web forms can be used to mount an active attack on

encrypted customer data. Another example is online appointment scheduling for

medical practices. If a practice encrypts appointment records but allows new

patients to make appointments online, an attacker can mount an active attack by

making fake appointments.

Such an attack would work by querying some target keys and learning the PRF

labels that correspond to the keys. Then, when an honest client makes a query, if

its label is one the adversary previously queried it can learn the key. Against the

“canonical” encrypted KV store where each key has only one replica and no fake

queries are used, this attack works very well: the attacker learns the PRF label of

its chosen query as soon as it is issued.

Chosen-query attacks against pancake. With an unlimited number of chosen

queries the attack will still work against pancake, but the frequency-smoothing

techniques used in pancake increase resistance to such an attack.
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For example, if δ is the probability of a real query and B is the batch size, then

with probability (1− δ)B the batch that pancake issues for the attacker’s query

generates will not even contain its query — only fake ones. Even if the query is in

the batch, the attacker must distinguish its label from the B others. To combat

this, each chosen query must be issued several times for the attacker to learn the

correct label.

The number of chosen queries needed to gain confidence in the label depends

on the number of replicas. If the key has only a single replica, two queries should

suffice to learn the label, because with probability at least 1− (1− δ)2B the PRF

label will occur twice in the two queries. Further, with good probability the correct

label will be the only one that occurs twice. If the queried key has multiple replicas,

though, its chosen queries will access different replicas each time. By a birthday

bound argument, if the key has r replicas the attacker must perform around
√
r

chosen queries to see a label of any replica twice, and at least 2r log r queries to

see all replica labels twice.

In conclusion, pancake is no worse than other encrypted KV stores in the

face of chosen-query attacks, and increases resistance to them somewhat. We

leave studying efficient defenses against chosen-query attacks to future work.

4.11 Correlated Queries

So far, our model assumed that client queries are i.i.d.: such a model is suitable for

many real-world settings. However, there are also settings where it may be unsuit-

able because queries are correlated — the distribution of future queries depends

on past queries and their results. One example of query correlations arises when
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accesses are made to a document store with a keyword index. The index identifies

document IDs that are associated with specific keywords. A lookup for a keyword

in the index is typically followed by accesses to one or more documents associated

with it, i.e., keyword accesses are correlated with document accesses.

Unfortunately, when queries are correlated, Theorem 8 no longer applies be-

cause its proof relies on independence of queries. In fact, we will show below in

Appendix 4.11.1 that security in a variant of ROR-CDA that allows arbitrary cor-

relations is equivalent to ORAM security, and must therefore suffer from the same

lower bounds on performance overheads.

Fortunately, this proof relies on the the correlated distributions being very

specific: one where all subsequent queries are completely determined by the first

— which we argue rarely occurs in practice. For more realistic workloads, we

show empirically in Appendix 4.11.2 that pancake already obfuscates correlations

enough to thwart frequency-analysis attacks that exploit such correlations. We

leave the formal analysis of pancake security in such settings to future work.

4.11.1 Hiding Arbitrary Correlations ≈ ORAM

In this section, we show that a scheme ψ that hides arbitrary query correlations in

a known-distribution setting provides the same security as offline ORAM scheme

χ, and therefore inherits its performance overheads.

Security definitions for ψ We modify our original definitions for pancake

security in the static case (§4.8) to incorporate the notion of correlations between

accesses to the key-value store; we capture this in a security definition called real-
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ROR-CMDA1AQ,ψ:

(DB, πW1...WQ
, stA)←$A1(q)

DB′, stψ ← ψ.Init(πW1...WQ
, DB)

kF ←$K; kAE←$K
(w1, . . . , wq)←$ πW1...WQ

For i in 1 to Q:
`1, . . . , `B ← ψ.Batch(wi)
For j in 1 to B:
τB [j]← (`j , DB

′[`j ])
τ [i]← τB

b←$A2(stA, DB
′, τ)

Return b

ROR-CMDA0AQ,ψ:

(DB, πW1...WQ
, stA)←$A1(q)

DB′ ← ∅
For i in 1 to 2n:
`i←$ {0, 1}m
vi←$ C
DB′ ← DB′ ∪ {(`i, vi)}

For i in 1 to q:
For j in 1 to B:
`←$ Labels(DB′)
v ← DB′[`]
τB [j]← (`, v)

τ [i]← τB
b←$A2(stA, DB

′, τ)
Return b

Figure 4.11: Security game for key value store schemes in the static distribution
case with arbitrary correlations of length q.

versus-random indistinguishability under chosen marginal distribution attack or

ROR-CMDA. The adversary A’s success in attacking a scheme ψ is measured by

its ability to distinguish between the games ROR-CMDA1 and ROR-CMDA0, as

defined in Figure 4.11. In ROR-CMDA1, the adversary gets the output from ψ,

and in ROR-CMDA0, the adversary sees a randomly generated encrypted database

and queries chosen uniformly at random. The advantage of A with q queries is:

Advror-cmda(A) =|Pr[ROR-CMDA1Aq,ψ ⇒ 1]−

Pr[ROR-CMDA0Aq,ψ ⇒ 1]| .

Security definition for offline ORAM Figure 4.12 provides the game for an

offline ORAM scheme χ. The adversary B generates a set of memory blocks, along

with two transcripts T0 and T1. The ORAM R is initialized using the blocks and

the transcript Tb, where bit b is a parameter of the game. The scheme χ.Exec is run

on Tb and the adversary A attempts to guesses the bit b using the resulting view τ ,

along with the random coins stB used to generate the transcripts. The adversary

wins if it can guess the bit accurately. We refer to this security definition as
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IND-CTABb,q,χ:

blocks← B1
stB, T0, T1 ← B2(q)
R← χ.Init(blocks, Tb)
τ ← χ.Exec(Tb, R)
b′ ← B3(stB, R, τ)
Return b′

Figure 4.12: Security game for offline ORAM.

Make-π(T ):

πW1,...,W|T |=

{
1, if w1, ..., w|T | = T

0, otherwise

return πW1,...,W|T |

χ.Init(blocks, T ):

πW1,...,W|T | ← Make-π(T )

DB ← ∅
For i in 1 to |blocks|:
DB ← DB ∪ {(i,blocks[i])}

Return ψ.Init(πW1,...,W|T | , DB)

χ.Exec(T,R):

πW1,...,W|T | ← Make-π(T )

(DB′, stψ ← R
w1, . . . , w|T | ← T
For 1 in 1 to |T |:
`1, . . . , `B ←$ ψ.Batch(wi)
For j in 1 to B:
τB [j]← (`j , DB

′[`j ])
τ [i]← τB

Return τ

Figure 4.13: Construction of scheme χ using ψ.

indistinguishability under chosen transcript attack or IND-CTA. The advantage of

B with q queries is:

Advind-cta(B) =|Pr[IND-CTAB1,q,χ ⇒ 1]−

Pr[IND-CTAB0,q,χ ⇒ 1]| .

Theorem 12. Let ψ be a ROR-CMDA-secure scheme. Then ∀IND-CTA-
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Ab1(q):

blocks← B1
stB, T0, T1 ← B2(q)
πW1,...,Wq ← Make-π(Tb)
DB ← ∅
For i in 1 to |blocks|:
DB ← DB ∪ {(i,blocks[i])}

return (DB, πW1,...,Wq
, stB)

Ab2(stA, DB
′, τ):

DB′s ← Sort(DB′)
i← 0
For (l, v) in DB′s:
R[i]← v
i← i+ 1

return B3(stA,blocks, τ)

GBsim,q:
blocks← B1
stB, T0, T1 ← B2(q)
For i in 1 to N :
R[i]←$ {0, 1}k

For i in 0 to q:
i←$ {1, ..., |blocks|}k

b′ ← B3(stB, R, τ)
Return b′

Figure 4.14: (Left) ROR-CMDA-adversary Ab using the IND-CTA-adversary B.
(Right) Security game GBsim,q.

adversaries B, ∃ROR-CMDA-adversary A, such that, Advind-cta
χ (B) ≤ 2 ·

Advror-cmda
ψ (A), where χ is an IND-CTA-secure scheme constructed from ψ.

Proof. We will show that it is always possible to construct a scheme χ given an

ROR-CMDA-secure scheme ψ, and an ROR-CMDA-adversaryA to scheme ψ given

an IND-CTA-adversary B to χ, such that:

Advind-cta
χ (B) ≤ 2 ·Advror-cmda

ψ (A)

Figure 4.13 (Left) shows the construction of scheme χ using ψ. We define

ROR-CMDA-adversaries A0 and A1 as shown in Figure 4.14 (Left) and GBsim,q as

shown in Figure 4.14 (Right).

We have,

Pr[ROR-CMDA1A
0

q,ψ ⇒ 1] = Pr[IND-CTAB0,q,χ ⇒ 1]

Pr[ROR-CMDA0A
0

q,ψ ⇒ 1] = Pr[GBsim,q ⇒ 1]
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And therefore,

|Pr[IND-CTAB0,q,χ ⇒ 1]− Pr[GBsim,q ⇒ 1]| = Advror-cmda
ψ (A0)

Similarly,

|Pr[GBsim,q ⇒ 1]− Pr[IND-CTAB1,q,χ ⇒ 1]| = Advror-cmda
ψ (A1)

Therefore, by triangle inequality,

Advind-cta
χ (B)

= |Pr[IND-CTAB1,q,χ ⇒ 1]− Pr[IND-CTAB0,q,χ ⇒ 1]|

≤ |Pr[IND-CTAB0,q,χ ⇒ 1]− Pr[GBsim,q ⇒ 1]|

+ |Pr[GBsim,q ⇒ 1]− Pr[IND-CTAB1,q,χ ⇒ 1]|

= Advror-cmda
ψ (A0) + Advror-cmda

ψ (A1)

≤ 2 ·Advror-cmda
ψ (A)

We note that while we have adapted the security definitions for the static case

(i.e., ROR-CDA), it is straightforward to adapt definitions for the dynamic case

(i.e., ROR-CDDA) to reach the same conclusion.

4.11.2 Empirical Analysis of pancake Security for Corre-

lated Accesses

The proof outlined above in Appendix 4.11.1 assumes very artificial distributions;

in this section, we empirically evaluate the extent to which pancake’s frequency

smoothing approach obfuscates correlations for more realistic distributions.
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Setup We consider a document store which stores two different mappings: (1) a

mapping from documentIDs to documents, and (2) a mapping from specific key-

words to documentIDs associated with them (corresponding to a “keyword index”).

For simplicity, we consider an access pattern to the document store where a user

first accesses the keyword index to lookup the set of documentIDs for a specific

keyword, and subsequently accesses the document for to a randomly selected doc-

umentID in the set. If ki and di correspond to keyword and document accesses

respectively, then the access transcript would appear as {k1, d1, k2, d2, ...}.

This representative access pattern for document store highlights correlated ac-

cesses: each access ki is correlated to access di; even if accesses across individual

ki’s and di’s were indistinguishable, an adversary could apply frequency analysis

to the joint distribution over (ki, di) pairs. To this end, we empirically evaluate

the extent to which pancake can smooth the joint distribution; we consider the

Enron dataset [74] with ∼ 500 thousand emails (documents) and ∼ 32 thousand

keywords. The accesses across the keywords themselves are Zipfian (same as the

YCSB workload). However, the accesses to documents are determined by the key-

words that are accessed and the pre-defined associations between keywords and

documents. Both the keyword index as well as the documentID-document map-

pings are assumed to be stored in the same key-value store. pancake employs

frequency smoothing at the granularity of KV pairs, but does not employ any

additional techniques to smooth the correlations any further.

Attack Strategy We assume that the adversary can only exploit frequency-

based leakage — we ignore all other leakage profiles (e.g., length, volume, etc.).

For an encrypted key-value store that does not employ any frequency smoothing,

the adversary can exploit both regular frequency analysis, as well as frequency
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Figure 4.15: Original joint distribution and empirical joint distribution computed over
access transcript generated by replication-only approach and pancake.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Original joint distribution over the 100 most popular keyword-document
pairs. (b) Empirical joint distribution computed over access transcript generated by
replication-only approach and pancake, for the 100 most popular keyword-document
pairs.

analysis on the joint distribution over (ki, di) pairs; for pancake, the adversary

can only exploit the latter. Our attack analyzes consecutive batches only, exploit-

ing the observation that alternating batches contain a real keyword access and a

real document access respectively2. For each pair of batches of size B, the at-

tacker considers all the B2 pairs of accesses (since they are indistinguishable) and

computes a histogram over them. The adversary is assumed to know the original

joint distribution over (k, d) pairs, and compares it to the empirically computed

joint distribution using the access transcripts, akin to regular frequency-analysis

attacks.

Results Figure 4.15 shows the joint distribution empirically computed over dis-

tinct (k, d) pairs from a 10 million query transcript generated by pancake for

2With small probability, a pancake batch may contain no real accesses, but we ignore this
possibility in the attack.
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the Enron dataset, and compares with the original distribution (note that both x

and y-axes are in log-scale). The key observation from the figure is that pancake

is able to flatten the joint distribution considerably through replication and fake

accesses. We also measure the empirical joint distribution resulting from an ap-

proach that only uses pancake’s replication approach (without any fake queries),

highlighting the contribution from both of the schemes to smooth the joint distribu-

tion. Figures 4.16(a) and 4.16(b) respectively show the original joint distribution,

and empirical joint distribution computed for transcripts from the replication-only

approach and the pancake approach, for the 100 most frequent pairs only.

We note that a majority of the smoothing can be attributed to replication;

the intuitive reason behind this is that for every (k, d) pair, π(k, d) < π(k) and

π(k, d) < π(d); however, accesses for (k, d) are spread across R(k) · R(d) replica

pairs. As a consequence, more popular (k, d) pairs get spread across significantly

more replica-pairs. To analyze the effect of fake accesses, we note that these are

drawn from an iid distribution in pancake. Consequently, while they contribute to

the less popular (k, d) pairs, they also generate accesses to spurious (k, k), (d, d) and

(d, k) pairs, that were non-existent in the original joint distribution. Since these

spurious pairs are indistinguishable to an adversary (due to PRF security), it makes

frequency analysis even harder. In fact, our analysis of the original and pancake

transcripts revealed that none of the 100 most-frequent (k, d) pairs in the original

joint distribution were among the 100 most-frequent replica pairs accessed with

pancake— we attribute this to the combination of the two phenomena described

above.

Discussion While the above does not provide a formal analysis of the security

afforded by pancake for correlated accesses, it does provide strong evidence that
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MakeReplicaLists(π, π′, α):

If supp(π) 6= supp(π′) then Return ⊥
n← |supp(π)| ; n′ ← 0 ; n′′ ← 0
For k ∈ supp(π):
r ← dπ(k)/αe; r′ ← dπ′(k)/αe
If r > r′:

L← L∪ {(k, `) | ` ∈ [r′+ 1, . . . , r]}
Else If r′ > r:
G← G∪{(k, `) | ` ∈ [r+1, . . . , r′]}

n′ ← n′ + r ; n′′ ← n′′ + r′

n′d ← 2n− n′ ; n′′d ← 2n− n′′
If n′d > n′′d :

L← L∪{(D, `) | ` ∈ [n′′d +1, . . . , n′d]}
Else If n′′d > n′d:
G← G∪{(D, `) | ` ∈ [n′d+1, . . . , n′′d ]}

Return L,G

Figure 4.17: Pseudocode for preparing replica swapping metadata.

pancake significantly obfuscates the access correlations, even without any mod-

ifications. We plan to explore a formal analysis for the same as future work. It

may also be possible to modify pancake to use a model of the correlations in

its frequency smoothing instead of assuming queries are i.i.d.. We leave this as

another interesting open problem for future work.

4.12 Details for Dynamic Distributions

In this appendix we describe in greater detail the modified Batch algorithm used

during a distribution change, as well as provide a formal security analysis. Aspects

of the algorithm are described in §4.5; here we include the full description for

completeness. We assume the change has been detected and the MakeReplicaLists

procedure (see Figure 4.17) has been run to produce lists L and G of replicas that

can be removed and that need to be created, respectively.

The modified Batch algorithm maintains the following additional bookkeeping

data structures:
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• Updates tracks which replicas in G have not yet been created by overwriting

a replica in L. It maps a key to a set of replicas that need to be updated and

the new value, and stores information needed for any actual write queries

that have not finished (see §4.4).

• LabelMap records which replicas have been transferred and therefore do not

have a label corresponding to their actual key and replica number. Any

replica (w, j) whose label ` is not (w, j) has an entry in this mapping table.

Since each of the n keys always has at least 1 replica, no matter how the

distribution changes (assuming, as we do, that the support stays the same),

there can be at most n entries in this mapping table.

• UninitReps tracks which keys gained replicas after a distribution change and

whose values still need to be cached to create its new replicas. For each such

key it records the replicas not yet initialized.

• ValueCache is a cache of values of keys in G, so that we can write them back

to initialize new replicas. Our implementation combines the ValueCache and

UpdateCache into one; we empirically evaluated the storage required for this

cache in §4.6.2 and §4.6.3.

Accesses are done in much the same way as in the static case, except on each

access the various bookkeeping data structures are consulted to ensure two things:

the correct label is used to access replicas (using LabelMap) and the correct value

is written back (using UninitReps and Updates).

In particular, on generating each access in a batch the following steps are

followed: first, flip a coin to determine whether the access is real or fake. If it is

fake, draw a sample from the temporary fake access distribution π̃′f . If it is real,

either pull a client query from the queue or sample a key to access from π̂′. If the
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client query is a write for a key in UninitReps, remove it from UninitReps and add

each of its replicas in G to Updates along with the “paired” replica in L that its

value will be replacing.

If the access is real, a replica must be sampled for it. If the key k is in G,

sample a replica is from [1, . . . , Rπ̂(k)], else sample it from [1, . . . , Rπ̂′(k)]. If the

replica is in G and in UninitReps, remove it from UninitReps.

After receiving and decrypting the values, Batch uses its metadata to write

back the correct value for each key. If the replica (k, j) is in L and a replica

(k′, `) in G has a cached value in ValueCache and is in UninitReps, add an entry

to LabelMap indicating that (k′, j′) is getting the label of (k, j). This is the actual

swapping step, where a new replica is created by overwriting the value of an old

one. Else, perform the writeback as usual, except if the key k has gained replicas

and its value is not in ValueCache, add it.

Eventually the UninitReps data structure is empty, and replica swapping is

done. We can delete all cached values and temporary metadata except LabelMap,

which is needed to find the correct label for created replicas.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

In this thesis we have studied nearly every aspect of encrypted databases, from

theoretical to practical. My main conclusions are as follows.

Encrypted databases can meaningfully improve security. My work has

demonstrated many attacks on encrypted databases, but I remain bullish. I do

not believe any of my attack results represent insurmountable flaws in the entire

research program.

More work is needed to understand security in real settings. I think my

work more points to the need for more study, both on attacks and constructions.

In ongoing work, I’m trying to instantiate a real snapshot threat model by building

forgetful systems, addressing the issues pointed out in Chapter 2. I also plan to

study (simulated) attacks in situ by doing large-scale measurements of database

deployments, to understand what leakage would be available to an attack for a

real workload.
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